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Abstract

In the past few years, Internet telephony has gained tremendous attention due to the growing use of the Internet. Internet telephony is likely to substitute traditional Telecommunication Technology because the functionalities of Internet Phone systems are far richer and better than those of traditional telephone systems. The most significant advantage of Internet Phone systems is that they provide an economical way to make international communication, which is vital to corporations with multi-national sites.

The Web-based Internet Phone project described in this report offers an alternative means of communication over the Internet at anytime and anywhere. Specifically, Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP) gateways that allow communication between computers and a public switch telephone networks (PSTN) are described. This report also presents the design and implementation of a VoIP gateway that uses dialogic D/21H voice processing board as the hardware platform. The gateway is implemented by running several C++ programs on the dialogic card under the windows 2000 environment. The front-end interface is done by implementing an ActiveX control using the Visual Basis programming language.
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Chapter One. Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The rapid growth of the Internet in the past few years has promoted many aspects of web development such as real-time interactive systems. Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN) are no longer the only means for transmitting voice data. Internet telephony is booming and is becoming one of the fastest moving trends. It allows users to make phone calls to others using the Internet Protocol, just as if they were using an ordinary telephone. An advantage of Internet Telephony is that it provides a more economical way for people to have interactive communication with friends or relatives overseas. Apart from making phone calls, facsimile and voice mails, Internet Phones can also provide video calls, file transmissions, whiteboard, chat rooms and E-mails. This is far better than traditional telephone systems.

Although Internet telephony is fast developing and there are many Internet Phone products in the market, all of these systems charge users for usage. In this aspect, this technology may not be economical for those businesses with remotely located offices which are already connected via a corporate intranet. This is because it is obvious that they can take advantage of the existing intranet by adding voice and fax services using VoIP technologies. Businesses are driving the demand for VoIP solutions primarily because of the great cost savings that can be realized by reducing the operating costs of managing one network for both voice and data and by avoiding access charges and settlement fees, which are particularly expensive for corporations with multi-international sites.
The aim of this project is to build a web-based Internet telephony system that uses IP protocol to transmit voice data over the Intranet. This project not only looks at VoIP technologies. It also designs and implements a VoIP gateway that allows users to make telephone call over a PSTN network and an IP network. As a result, users will not need to buy and install any applications before making a phone call. The system provides a convenient channel that enables users to communicate with others in the same way as using a traditional telephone system.
1.2 Objective

The objective of this Final Year Project is to implement a VoIP gateway that enables communication between the telephone devices and the personal computers (PCs). With the system, users can communicate with others across the Internet through ubiquitous access of the web. One of the main functions of the system is to automatically receive phone calls and provide the conversion between the digital signal in computer and analog signal in ordinary telephone.

The VoIP gateway is developed using a Dialogic Card. The Dialogic Card is an industry-standard voice processing board from the Dialogic Corporation and this board is ideal for applications that require high-performance voice processing. A Dialogic Card rather than a modem has been chosen for this project because the sound quality produced is much better.

Apart from the back-end VoIP gateway, a front-end user interface is also implemented. Although this part has been developed in a last-year project, it has many problems. One of the main problems is that the system cannot be downloaded automatically and installed on a client machine. Thus, this project aims to solve all of these problems.
1.3 Contribution of this project

Since this project is a follow-up project, it is better to think which components can still be used before starting to develop the new system. Last year, the main effort was put into client side user interface and server side servlet programs. Therefore, this year project reuses the servlet programs for storing users’ information and validating users’ passwords. However, the servlet programs were run on a public web server last year. In this year, a web server “tomcat” is built to support the servlet programs instead of using a public web server. The last year’s client side user interface was used as the framework of the new interface.

![User Interface of the Internet Phone system](image_url)

Figure 1a. User Interface of the Internet Phone system

Although there is an VoIP gateway in the last year system, that VoIP gateway is not used because there are many bugs in the programs. More importantly, some TAPI
functions used by the last-year program are not supported by Dialogic TSP. As a result, a new VoIP gateway is built. The new VoIP gateway utilizes and makes modification of some helpful components in last year’s system such as codec and window socket components. The new VoIP gateway also supports both PC to Phone and Phone to PC operations, which has not been implemented in the last-year project.

![Deployment diagram of the Internet Phone system](image)

The above graph is a deployment diagram of this Internet Phone system. The system contains three main components: a web server, a client-side application and a VoIP gateway. Those parts in pink are newly developed in this project. Those parts blue are modified and improved version from the last-year product. And those parts in orange were built last year and there is no change this year.
1.4 Organization of Report

◆ **Chapter One** gives an overview of the project. It includes the problem definition, objectives of the project and contribution of the project.

◆ **Chapter Two** provides the background of project. It presents the overview of Internet Telephony. Also, there are reviews on the last year developed product and a product in the existing market.

◆ **Chapter Three** gives a brief introduction of existing technology that contribute to the development of the Internet Phone System.

◆ **Chapter Four** describes the system design of the whole Internet Phone system and the system flow of VoIP gateway.

◆ **Chapter Five** describes the implementation of the VoIP gateway and related parts in the Internet Phone system.

◆ **Chapter Six** concludes the Internet Phone system and suggests some possible works for future development.
Chapter Two. Background

2.1 An Overview of Internet Telephony

Internet telephony or Voice Over IP (VoIP) is a kind of technology that allows voice communication over IP data networks rather than the PSTN. The transmission of voice over IP requires conversion of an analog voice into a digital stream of data packets. The packets are then routed through the data network from one user to another, where they are converted back into voice. Figure 2 depicts the process of converting analog speech signal into IP packets.

![Figure 2. Workflow of Internet Telephony](image)

2.1.1 Evolution of IP telephony products

The first IP telephony software was produced by VocalTec in early 1995. By running a multimedia PC, the VocalTec Internet Phone lets users speak into their microphone and listen via their speakers. However, the connection was just a PC-to-PC type [1].

![Figure 3. PC to PC telephone call](image)
The next step in VoIP evolution was a gateway. In March of 1996, VocalTec announced it was working with an Intel Company (Dialogic Corporation) to produce the first IP telephony gateway. Gateways are the key to bringing IP telephony into the mainstream. By bridging the traditional circuit-switched telephony world with the Internet, gateways offer the advantages of Internet Phone to the most common, cheapest, most mobile, and easiest-to-use terminal in the world.

2.1.2 How does Gateway work?
Conceptually, an Internet telephone gateway (shown in Fig.4) works as follows. On one side, the gateway connects to the telephone world. On the other side, the gateway connects to the Internet world (See Fig. 4). The gateway takes the standard telephone signal, digitizes it, significantly compresses it, packetizes it for the Internet using Internet Protocol (IP), and routes it to a destination.

![Figure 4. Function of Internet Telephony Gateway](image)

A number of configurations can be built from this basic operation. Phone-to-PC or PC-to-phone operation (Fig. 5a) can take place with one gateway. A Phone-to-phone operation (Fig. 5b) can occur with two gateways. In order to offer an international long distance service using gateways, for example, an organization or service provider can host one gateway in each country. The configuration costs is significantly less than a traditional circuit-switched service.
2.1.3 Standardization

2.1.3.1 H.323

Since there are many different IP telephony products, standards are necessary in the world of IP telephony. One of the most important areas for standardization is the protocol between IP telephony products. This standard is based on International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Recommendation H.323 which covers several “standard” audio coders such as G.723 for IP telephony [13]. An H.323 network, with its functional entities, is shown in Figure 6.
The H.323 terminal is an end-user device also known as an H.323 client. It provides real-time two-way voice, video or data communication with another H.323 terminal. The client could be a multimedia PC, an IP phone or a terminal adapter that connects an analog phone or fax machine to the H.323 network. The gatekeeper provides address translation and call control services to H.323 endpoints. It is also responsible for bandwidth control, authentication, authorization and accounting. The gateway in an H.323 network performs the conversion between analog and digital data. It can also operate as a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU). MCU supports multi-conferencing between three or more terminals or gateway. MCU is in fact a conference server with centralized signaling [1].

### 2.1.3.2 RSVP

The phone network was designed to guarantee a high quality of service even at high rates of utilization. The Internet, in contrast, provides only best-effort service. The Internet service can be significantly degraded at high utilization because of the great delay time. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), together with Internet backbone equipment providers, is addressing this with technologies like Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP), which will let the bandwidth be reserved [11]. RSVP is a relatively new protocol developed to enable the Internet to support QoS. Using RSVP, a VoIP application can reserve resources along a route from source to destination. RSVP-enabled routers will then schedule and prioritize packets to fulfill the QoS. However, the Internet Phone system of this project will not use RSVP. As the system is mainly designed for those businesses with their own intranet, there is a large bandwidth reserved. Moreover, RSVP is only useful when routers are RSVP-enabled. Unfortunately, most of routers nowadays do not support RSVP yet.
2.2 Current Internet Telephony System in market

Nowadays, there are many different Internet Telephony products on the market. In this section, one of the products is used as an example to illustrate the characteristics and shortcomings of the existing products in the market.

2.3.1 The Net2Phone

The Net2Phone is one of the most prevalent commercial Internet telephone operators in the UK. It enables people to place low-cost, high-quality calls from their computer, telephone, or fax machine to any telephones or fax machines in the world.

![Net2Phone User Interface](image)

Figure 9. The User Interface of Net2Phone

Net2Phone is a free software that can be downloaded from the homepage of Net2Phone. It supports PC-to-Phone Calls and PC-to-PC calls. Charges only apply
to PC-to-Phone calls. These charges accrue on a per minute basis, at rates substantially lower than telephonic communications.

Other features of Net2Phone include:

I. The Active Contact List
The Active Contact List enables users to see when their friends and family are online (at their computers) and ready for a call using Net2Phone. It displays another Net2Phone users’ online/offline status. It is also allowed user to organize the list by category and call someone with a click of a mouse!

II. Instant Messaging
Net2Phone allows users to send text messages instantly.

Limitation of the product:
Net2Phone provides the basic service for a user to make voice communication. However, the most significant limitation of Net2Phone is that it needs installation. Although Net2Phone can be downloaded on the website, it is necessary to install the Net2Phone program beforehand. Therefore, it limits the places where it can be used. In addition, it is not free of charge.
2.3 Past Research Products

Since this year project is a follow up project, the characteristic of the previous project is presented in this section.

2.2.1 An IP Gateway for Internet Telephony (2000/2001)

The aim of 2000/2001 Final Year Project was to implement a web-based Internet Phone system that can make communication between the telephony devices (telephones and mobiles) and personal computers (PCs). Users use the telephony devices to dial a particular telephone number; the Internet Protocol gateway detects the call and receives the call by the modem. After the user has entered the Internet Protocol Address of remote hosts, the IP gateway allows communication between the telephone device and a remote PC.

![Figure 7. User interface graph of 00/01 project](image-url)
The characteristics of this system are shown below:

1. **Programming Language**

C++ and Visual Basic were the main programming languages for development. All communication programs and functions were written in C++ and Visual Basic was still used for the user interface of the system. Servlet was used to connect the database system for validation and retrieving the user’s information. Text files were used as the database system in this project. The structure of the database is shown in Appendix A.

Servlet is a Java platform technology for extending and enhancing web servers. Servlet provides a component-based, platform-independent method for building web-based applications. The main reason for using servlet is that for each request to a servlet, a lightweight thread is spawned to handle that request. This dramatically improves the performance of servlet over CGI scripts for the application. [15]
2. System Flow

Figure 8 shows the system flow of the system developed in the 2000/2001 Final Year Project. When a user starts to use the Web-based Internet Phone system, the Welcome Page is loaded. If the user is a new user of the system, he/she will need to register at the New User page. Before using the system, the user should login to the system with his/her user name and password on the Login Main Page. After login success fully, the user chooses to a particular service. The users must go to different pages for different purposes.

3. Features of the System

i. Accept and reject the calls

Before making the voice communication, the caller side sends a request to the listener. The listener accepts or rejects the call. If the listener accepts the call, the voice
communication is established. If the listener rejects, the voice communication is not established.

ii. User online notice

The users could find out other on-line users by looking at the contact list in the system.

iii. Phone to PC

The system allowed communication between a telephone device and a PC through a modem.
Chapter Three. Review of Related Technology

Before starting to develop the whole system, the following points must be considered.

The first point is how to connect the telephone and the Internet Protocol Gateway. A Dialogic card is used as a media between a telephone and a computer. In order to let the gateway automatically handle the telephone call, it is important to know how to control the dialogic card. In this project, Windows® Telephony Applications Programming Interface (TAPI) is used to control the dialogic card (see Chapter 3.1 & 3.2).

The size of the voice information affects the transmission times. Larger transmission time introduces longer delay. Therefore, an encoding and decoding mechanism is necessary to reduce the size of the voice data (see Chapter 3.3).

Communication of this Internet Phone system is built by the exchange of packets between the end-points. On the sending side, through using the Internet Protocol, the voice information is fragmented and encapsulated into packets. Each packet is then sent to the destination. On the receiver side, the packets are received and assembled to the original voice information for playback. In this project, the Window Socket Application Programming Interface (simply know as “WinSock” API) is chosen to establish the communication (see Chapter 3.4).

During communication, the system needs to record, play back, send and receive voice data at the same time. Therefore, “Multithreading” technology should be used to
make the system perform all the tasks simultaneously (see Chapter 3.5).

Finally, since this Internet Phone System is a web-based system, a method is needed to embed the system into a web browser. In this case, “ActiveX” with “Dynamic Link Library (DLL)” is one of the choices (see Chapter 3.6 & 3.7).
3.1 Intel® Dialogic® boards

Intel® Dialogic® boards are an industry-standard voice processing boards. These boards are ideal for applications that require high-performance voice processing. The model of the board used in this project is D21/H which is a high-performance digital signal processing (DSP)-based voice processing board with a two-port analog telephone interface on board.

The D/21H board uses a digital signal processing (DSP technology, making it ideal for small- and medium-sized, server-based computer telephony (CT) systems - particularly under the Windows operating systems. Windows support includes TAPI and WAVE APIs, which facilitate call control, recording, and playback of voice messages under the Microsoft Windows Open Services Architecture (WOSA). The D/21H voice processing board gives Windows 95 and Windows NT application developers a platform for creating sophisticated interactive voice response (IVR) applications. The D/21H board also supports MS-DOS, OS/2, and UNIX operating system environments [12].

International Caller ID is also supported on D/21H boards, letting an application such as IVR receives calling party information via a telephone trunk line. However, Caller ID is supported only for North America (CLASS protocol), the United Kingdom (CLI protocol), and in Japan (CLIP protocol) [12].

3.1.1 Limitation of D21/H boards:

During the development of the project, some limitations of the voice processing board were discovered. These shortcomings affect the performance of the Internet
Telephony system.

1. **Half duplex**

The D21/H board is a half duplex board, which means that users cannot talk and listen to the other party at the same time. In order to simulate the full duplex functionality, the Internet telephony System executes either the playback or the recording of other party’s voice data in the VoIP gateway machine.

2. **Sampling frequency and bits per sample**

The D21/H board can only support 8000Hz sampling frequency and 8 bits per sample. Therefore, it not only limits the flexibility of the Internet Telephony system, but also affects the quality of the voice.

3. **Driver buffer size**

Figure 10 depicts how data are flowed within difference layers in the Dialogic software.
Figure 10. Data Flow from Application to Firmware

The driver buffers act as a bridge to deliver the voice data from the Intel® Dialogic® boards to application. These buffers are allocated and tracked by the dialogic libraries. The content of these buffers are sent to the user-defined callback function once the buffer is full. Since the D21/H board is not mainly designed for real-time voice processing, the default buffer size is 8192 bytes for each buffer. However, this introduces a noticeable delay of the Internet Telephony system.
3.2 TAPI

Windows® Telephony Applications Programming Interface (TAPI) is based on the principles of the Windows Open System Architecture. It lets developers create telephony applications. TAPI is an open industry standard, defined with considerable and ongoing input from the worldwide telephony and computing community [14]. Its main purpose, however, is to provide connections between Telephony Service Providers (TSPs) and TAPI applications. Applications are programmed using TAPI. TSPs implement the Telephony Service Provider Interface (TSPI) functions that are used by the TAPI implementation. Each TSP then uses whatever interface is appropriate to control its telephony hardware. Figure 11 shows the TAPI architecture.

Figure 11. TAPI architecture
The relationship between different components is shown below:

- An application loads the TAPI DLL into its process space and uses TAPI to communicate.
- TAPI establishes an RPC link communications with the TAPI Server.
- In addition, TAPI creates an MSP object and communicates with it using a defined set of commands, the Media Service Provider Interface (MSPI).
- When an application calls a TAPI operation, the TAPI dynamic-link library validates and marshals the parameters, then forwards the information to TAPISRV.
- TAPISRV tracks communications resources available to the local machine and interfaces with the Telephony Service Providers (TSPs) using the Telephony Service Provider Interface (TSPI).
- Communications between a TSP and an MSP take place using a virtual connection that passes through the TAPI DLL and TAPISRV.
- The TSP/MSP pair supplies information on device state and capabilities and implements the specific commands required for a desired response.

This layered approach makes it possible for an application to be developed without the developers having to worry about the specific hardware provided on a particular machine. Any telephony hardware vendor can then implement the appropriate parts of the TSPI without worrying about what telephony applications have been installed. This separation makes applications and hardware independent of each other. Therefore, applications and hardware can come and go without directly affecting each other.
3.2.1 TAPI 2 Vs TAPI 3

The newest version of TAPI is 3.0. The major difference between version 2 and 3 is that TAPI Version 2 is C-based API but Version 3 is a Component Object Model (COM)-based API. Generally, TAPI 3 is an evolution of the TAPI 2 API to the COM model, allowing TAPI applications to be written in any language, such as C/C++ or Microsoft® Visual Basic®.

![Figure 12. Windows 2000 TAPI architecture](image)

The left side of the Fig. 12 shows the components shipping today in TAPI 2.x. The right side shows the new components that are part of TAPI 3.0. The TAPI 3.0 COM API allows object-oriented, language-neutral software development. It is built on top of the TAPI server. The C API (to the left) provides call functionality. The new TAPI 3.0 COM API provides not only call functionality but also media access, directory access, and terminal access as well [14].

Reasons for choosing TAPI

In fact, there are two methods to control the Dialogic card, TAPI and Dialogic API. However, TAPI, instead of Dialogic API, is used because:

- TAPI is open standard for telephony applications.
Applications and telephony devices do not depend on each other if TAPI is used. This can make the system more flexible.

However, TAPI 2 is used because Dialogic TSP does not support TAPI 3.
3.3 Voice coders

An efficient voice encoding and decoding mechanism is vital for using the packet-switched technology. The purpose of a voice coder, also referred to as a codec (coding/decoding), is to transform and compress analog speech signals into digital data.

Three widely used compression algorithms have been used in this project:

- **GSM** (Group Speciale mobile) – a voice compression algorithm that is just suitable for speech delivery only.

- **LPC** (Linear Predictive Coding) – a linear prediction method such that the analysis enjoys a number of desirable features in the estimation of speech parameters as spectrum, format frequencies, pitch and other vocal tract measures. The quality of voice using this compression algorithm is the worst compared to the other two compression methods.

- **ADPCM** (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation Algorithm) – a variable-bit-rate coding algorithm with the capacity of bit-dropping outside the encoder and decoder blocks. This compression method provides the best quality.

All the codecs in this project can convert any audio data to the RTP payload format. Therefore, the users simply add the RTP header to the payload for RTP transports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codecs</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Payload Type</th>
<th>Encoding Type</th>
<th>Bit Rate (kbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSM / RPE-LTP</td>
<td>GSM_Codec</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Frame-based</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPC</td>
<td>LPC_Codec</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Frame-based</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711 / PCM alaw</td>
<td>PCMA_Codec</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Sample-based</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The implemented codecs and the corresponding classes
3.4 Windows Sockets

The Windows Sockets is one of the most important components of Internet Phone System. It acts like a bridge to connect two or more hosts in the Internet together. Through the Windows Sockets, the compressed voice data can be transmitted to other hosts on the Internet. The following section describes the Windows Sockets and presents its architecture.

3.4.1 An Overview of Windows Sockets

The Windows Sockets specification defines a network programming interface for Microsoft Windows which is based on the "socket" paradigm popularized in the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) from the University of California at Berkeley. It encompasses both familiar Berkeley socket style routines and a set of Windows-specific extensions designed to allow the programmer to take advantage of the message-driven nature of Windows.

The Windows Sockets Specification is intended to provide a single API to which application developers can program and multiple network software vendors can conform. The advantage of industry wide support for a single API is that applications can be easily ported from one operation system to another.

3.4.2 WinSock and OSI model

In the International Organization for the Standardization Open Systems Interconnection (ISO/OSI) model, Windows Sockets, also called Winsock, operates at the session layer interface to the transport layer. Winsock is an interface between applications and the transport protocol and works as a conduit for data I/O. The
following figure shows Winsock in relation to other Windows CE communication protocols within the context of the ISO/OSI model [14].

Figure 13. Relation between WinSock and other communication protocols

Winsock simplifies application development in the upper ISO/OSI layers by handling
the details of network data exchange at the lower layers. Winsock provides a programmable interface between the upper layers, 5-7, and the lower layers, 1-4. Winsock applications reside in the upper, application, presentation, and session layers. Winsock application data is packaged and transmitted over a network by the lower, transport, network, data-link, and physical layers.

### 3.4.3 WinSock2

The latest version of Microsoft windows sockets is WinSock 2. WinSock 2 follows the Windows Open System Architecture (WOSA) model; it defines a standard service provider interface (SPI) between the application programming interface (API), with its exported functions and the protocol stacks. Figure 14 is a block diagram of WinSock architecture.

![WinSock Architecture](image)

With the Windows Sockets 2 architecture, it is neither necessary nor desirable for stack vendors to supply their own implementation of WS2_32.dll, since a single WS2_32.dll must work across all stacks. The WS2_32.dll and compatibility shims should be viewed in the same way as an operating system component [14].
3.4.4 TCP Vs UDP

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are operating in the Transport layer of the OSI model. TCP is a connection-oriented protocol, and is responsible for the reliable transfer of user traffic between two computers. Consequently, it uses sequence numbers and acknowledgments to make certain all traffic is delivered to the destination endpoint. UDP is a connectionless protocol and does not provide sequencing or acknowledgments.

UDP is the preferred choice in this project as it does not provide reliable transmission and flow control mechanism which introduce considerable delay into the system.
3.5 Multithreading

Traditional programs execute in a serial manner with a single thread of control. A sequential process has a single flow of control, a sequence of instructions executed by the process. A process is started by the operating system when an application is launched. When a process begins executed, it has a single thread of control. A process with more than one thread of control is called multithreaded program.

A thread is an executable unit that utilizes the CPU. It is a sequential of instructions that are executed within a process. In multithreaded program, there can be multiple threads running concurrently within a single address space. Each thread can be considered to be a virtual processor having its own program counter, stack, and set of registers [7].

Reason of using Multithreading

Multithreading is an essential technology that should be applied in this project. This is because Internet Phone System is a real-time continuous application, which needs to record, playback, deliver, and receive voice data simultaneously. In addition, one more thread is needed to receive interaction from user. As a result, multithreading technique must be applied in order to meet the above requirements.
3.6 **ActiveX**

ActiveX is based on Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technologies redefined by Microsoft® for use on the Internet. OLE can let one application uses the functionality of another. For example, using OLE, people can insert a Paintbrush picture into a Word document and have all the Paintbrush functions available inside the Word document. Therefore, by using ActiveX, web client can use Internet-enabled applications through a web browser without installation. In other words, the client web browser is an application within which Internet-enabled applications are embedded or linked so that the browser can have all the functions provided by those embedded applications.

### 3.6.1 **ActiveX control**

ActiveX controls are Component Object Models (COM). COM is a software architecture that allows applications to be built from binary software components. COM is the underlying architecture that forms the foundation for higher-level software services, such as those provided by OLE, a technology for transferring and sharing information among applications [14].

Reusing instead of rewriting code saves development effort. ActiveX controls are reusable software components that can quickly add specialized functionality to Web sites, desktop applications, and development tools. ActiveX controls have become the primary architecture for developing programmable software components for use in a variety of different containers, ranging from software development tools to user productivity tools.
A key advantage of ActiveX controls is that ActiveX controls can also be used in applications written in many programming languages.

ActiveX is strictly browser dependent. ActiveX controls are only supported by Internet Explorer 3.0 and higher. More importantly, there are security risks inherent in ActiveX controls. ActiveX security rests in the “Authenticode” system which is a scheme for identifying the developers of ActiveX controls. Security is therefore based on trust. Users need to adjust Internet Explorer Security Level to low in order to run ActiveX control.

### 3.6.1.1 Internet Explorer Security Levels

Microsoft® Internet Explorer has three security levels: Low, Medium, and High. When the user attempts to display a page containing an ActiveX control that does not guarantee safe initialization or scripting, Internet Explorer does one of the following based on the current security level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Level</th>
<th>Internet Explorer notification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>No warnings. Controls can be initialized or scripted regardless of data source or scripts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>User is warned of potential safety violation prior to loading the page. User can accept or reject initialization or scripting. If user disables scripting, scripting errors occur when user views the page and attempts to execute the script.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>User is warned of potential safety violation prior to loading the page. User cannot accept or reject initialization or scripting. Scripting errors occur if user attempts to view page and execute script.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Action taken of Internet Explorer corresponding to security level
3.7 Dynamic Link Library

A dynamic-link library (DLL) is a library of procedures that applications can link to and use at run time rather than link to statically at compile time. This means that DLLs can be updated without updating the application, and many applications can share a single DLL. Microsoft Windows is itself composed of several DLLs that contain the procedures all applications use to perform their activities, such as displaying windows and graphics, managing memory, and so on.

An advantage of using DLL is that DLL can reduce memory and disk space requirements by sharing a single copy of common code and resources among multiple applications.

Reason of using DLL

The main reason for using DLL is owing to system performance. Since Internet Phone system is a real time system. Directly calling window socket provided in ActiveX controls causes delay because of low response time. As a result, DLL must be used with ActiveX controls to maintain a fast response time for real-time voice communication.
Chapter Four. System Design

4.1 Architecture of the Internet Phone system

The overall Internet Phone system architecture adopts the typical 3-tier approach where the graphical user interface located at client tier, the required ActiveX components and runtime DLLs at the middle tier, and the database at the 3rd tier (see Fig. 15). The client tier is a web browser that provides access to the system. The middle tier provides three ActiveX Controls for three different web-based applications: Internet Phone System, File Transfer System and Online Chat System. It also provides APIs to access the database. The third tier stores the information of users.

![Figure 15. Architecture of overall Internet Phone System](image)

This project focuses on VoIP gateway. The login and registration of overall Internet Phone system were developed last year. Therefore, those parts are not presented in this report.
4.2 System workflow

Internet Phone is the core for this system, which provides the voice communication between users. There are two main flows in the Internet Phone application.

◆ The workflow of making Phone-to-PC calls
◆ The workflow of making PC-to-Phone calls

4.2.1 The system workflow of making Phone-to-PC calls

The procedure of making a call from the phone to a computer is stated below (or see Fig. 16):

1) Use the phone to dial a number which is correlated to the dialogic card.

2) When the VoIP gateway receives a call signal, it automatically receives the call and plays an instruction to the user about how to key in the callee’s IP address.

3) After the user finished keying in the IP address, the VoIP gateway validates the format of the IP address. If it is a valid IP address, the gateway then sends a request signal to this IP address. Otherwise, the gateway plays an error message to the user and asks the user to enter the IP address again.

4) If the reply is “accept”, conversation will start; If the reply is “reject”, conversation fails and the call will be dropped.
Figure 16. Activity diagram of making PC-to-Phone calls
4.2.2 The system workflow of making PC-to-Phone calls

The procedure of making a call from a computer to the phone is stated below (or see Fig. 17):

1) A user clicks a button in the interface to make a PC-to-Phone call.

2) After the user finished entering the callee’s phone number, the Internet Phone system sends a request signal with the entered phone number to the VoIP gateway.

3) The VoIP gateway makes a phone call to that phone number. If succeed, the VoIP gateway sends back an “accept” signal and waits callee to answer the call; If fail, it sends back a “reject” signal and waits for another request.

4) During waiting callee to answer the call, the caller can drop the call by clicking the “reject” button.

5) When the callee answers the call, conversation starts.
Figure 17a. Activity diagram of making PC-to-Phone calls

Figure 17b. Level 2 activity diagram of waiting a callee to pick up the phone
4.2.3 Workflow of sending and receiving data

When communication starts, the workflow of the system can be classified into two classes; sender and receiver. However, both caller and callee will be the sender and receiver at the same time.

Sender side:

In the sender side, voice information is first recorded either from the phone or the microphone. The recorded voice information are stored in a set of buffers. When one buffer is filled up, the system starts to fill up another buffer. At the same time, the filled buffer is passed to the encoder to undergo compression. After finished compression, the compressed data are then sent to the receiver. The following figures show the activities performed in the sender side.

![Activity diagram in sender side]

Figure 18. Activity diagram in sender side
Receiver side:

In the receiver side, when the receiver receives the compressed data from the sender, the received data are decompressed and stored into a buffer for doing playback afterward. Instead of using only one buffer, two buffers are used, because it is used to eliminate discontinuity of cropped voice data. When one buffer is doing playback, another buffer can be used to receive data simultaneously. As a result, after finished playback of one buffer, the system can start to play back the voice data immediately. On the other hand, if only one buffer is used, after finished playback of the buffer, the system needs to wait the buffer to fill up until it can start to do playback again. Figure 19 illustrates the above activities performed in the receiver side.

Figure 19. Activity diagram in receiver side
Chapter Five. System Implementation

5.1 Problems of Last Year Product and their solutions

Since this Project is further development of the 00/01 Final Year, the first and foremost thing to do is to make sure that there is no problems in last year’s product. The problems in the last year product can be classified into three categories: client side, server side and VoIP gateway.

In client side:

- **Incompatible to Internet Explorer version 6.** The last year product is only supported Internet Explorer version 4 or 5.

- **No change in compression method.** Although it allows the user to choose compression algorithms based on their preference, the system will not use the chosen compression algorithm to compress the voice.

In server side:

- **No auto installation.** The required ActiveX control and DLLs cannot automatically be downloaded and installed into the client machine.

In VoIP gateway:

- **Poor sound quality.** The sound quality of the last year product is very poor. It is impossible to hear the conversation.

- **Dialing problem.** User cannot make call to other user after closing the previous call. In other words, the system cannot allow a user to make two consecutive calls.
Solution:

Client side problem:

1. Incompatible to Internet Explorer version 6

The problem is owing to validation of the type of browser. Since ActiveX control is used, it is necessary to check whether the browser is Internet Explorer or not. This is done by using JavaScript last year. Below shows the function used to valid the browser last year.

```
function checkBrowser(){
    this.ver=navigator.appVersion
    this.dom=document.getElementById(0)
    this.ie5=(this.ver.indexOf("MSIE 5")>-1 && this.dom)?1:0;
    this.ie6=(document.all && !this.dom)?1:0;
    this.ie=(this.ie5 || this.ie4)
    return this
}
bw=new checkBrowser()
```

Code 1: JavaScript for checking version of browser last year

From the code, it can be seen that it limits the version of browser to IE4 and IE5 so the product is not compatible to others version. This restricts users who are using the latest version: Internet Explorer 6. In other words, it limits the flexibility of the product. For a good product, the design should be flexible. Therefore, this problem should be solved in this year product. Code 2 is the new function for validating the type of browser. The code only rejects those users who are using Netscape.

```
function NW_checkBrowser(URL) { //v2.0
    var appname = navigator.appName;
    var appversion = navigator.appVersion;
    var browser = "";
    if (appname.indexOf("Netscape") != -1)
    {
        alert("This Internet Phone System just work with Internet Explorer!");
        window.location = URL;
    }
}
```

Code2: Function for validating browser type
2. No change in compression method

One of the strengths of this Internet Phone system is that it can allow users to choose the compression algorithm. However, the compression algorithm does not change even though users make a change. The main cause is that the user’s choice cannot be passed into the DLLs.

There are two ways to pass arguments to DLL procedures, *by Value* or *by Reference*. By default, Visual Basic passes all arguments *by reference*. This means that instead of passing the actual value of the argument, Visual Basic passes a 32-bit address where the value is stored. However, many DLL procedures expect an argument to be passed *by value*. This means they expect the actual value, instead of its memory location.

Last year, the chosen compression algorithm is passed to DLL *by reference*. However, strings should be passed to APIs using *by Val*. Visual Basic uses a String data type known as a BSTR, which is a data type defined by Automation (formerly called OLE Automation). A BSTR is comprised of a header, which includes information about the length of the string, and the string itself, which may include embedded nulls. A BSTR is passed as a pointer, so the DLL procedure is able to modify the string. (A *pointer* is a variable that contains the memory location of another variable, rather than the actual data.) BSTRs are Unicode, which means that each character takes two bytes. BSTRs typically end with a two-byte null character.

![Figure 20. The BSTR type (each box represents two bytes)](image-url)
The procedures in most DLLs and in all procedures in the Windows APIs recognize LPSTR types, which are pointers to standard null-terminated C strings (also called ASCIIZ strings). LPSTRs have no prefix. The following figure shows an LPSTR that points to an ASCIIZ string.

![LPSTR type](image)

Since the Internet Phone system’s DLLs are written in C++ and the DLL procedures expect an LPSTR (a pointer to a null-terminated string) as an argument, it is a must to pass the BSTR by value. Because a pointer to a BSTR is a pointer to the first data byte of a null-terminated string, it looks like an LPSTR to the DLL procedure (see code 3).

```vbnet
'Public Declare Sub InitCodec Lib "PhoneDLL.dll" (ByRef VCodec As String, ByRef VERate As String, ByVal VERvad As String)
Public Declare Sub InitCodec Lib "PhoneDLL.dll" (ByRef VCodec As String, ByVal VERate As String, ByVal VERvad As String)
```

Code 3. Code for passing values to DLL in the Internet Phone system

**Server side problem:**

1. **No auto installation**

Before users can use the system, the ActiveX controls of the Internet Phone application and the required DLLs should be downloaded and installed into users’ machine. In order to download and install all files at run time, “Package and Deployment Wizard”, a tool that helps creating installation packages for Visual Basic project and installing them to end-user’s computer, should be used. The wizard packages all the required components into compressed cabinet (.cab) file. A Web
page can then be designed for a browser to download the CAB file and install the required components.

During packaging the component, the wizard prompts an “Included files” window for including every supporting file that the control needs.

By default, the wizard will include some files in system32 directory (highlight in Figure 22) to support running of the ActiveX control. However, those files already exist in clients’ computer as it uses Microsoft Windows operation systems. This means that some files are already running after the operation system starts. As a result, if a user downloads the CAB file that contains these system files, the installation process will cause “File sharing violation” problem and then stop the installation process. That’s why the last year product cannot be automatically installed into client’s computer. Thus, those system files should not be included as shown in Figure 22 when creating the CAB file. The Figure below shows all the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>Source Directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPhone.exe</td>
<td>C:\Monca\apps\typ\Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPhone.DLL</td>
<td>C:\Monca\apps\typ\Wavex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSTKPR1.DLL</td>
<td>C\WINNT\system32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM6 Runtime and OLE Automation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveAudio.dll</td>
<td>C:\Monca\apps\typ\Wavex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WindowsSocket.dll</td>
<td>C:\Monca\apps\typ\Wavex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 22. Included File window
files that need to be included during packaging. The “IPhone.inf” file, which contains the information about how to install all the components, will also be generated into the package.

After finished the whole process, the Package and Deployment Wizard creates two main sets of files when it packages code for Internet component download: distribution files and support files. Distribution files are located in the directory where the wizard begins. This directory typically contains the .cab file and any .htm files associated with it. The wizard creates a directory for the supporting files and places the input file (.inf file) in the .cab in this directory. In addition, the support files directory contains the Diamond Directives (.ddf) file, and other files necessary for the download.
The following table lists all the file types created by the wizard:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.cab</td>
<td>Windows setup file or &quot;cabinet&quot; file that contains the .ocx file, the .inf file and other dependent files. This file can be digitally signed to prevent tampering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.htm</td>
<td>HTML file used to display a Web page. This file contains a link to the .cab file and is used to launch the download process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.ddf</td>
<td>Diamond Directives file. This is the project file for creating the .cab files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.inf</td>
<td>Code download information file. This file includes information on how the control should be installed. It permits customization of installation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.ocx</td>
<td>ActiveX control. This file can be digitally signed to prevent tampering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.dll</td>
<td>ActiveX document or code component.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. File types created by the wizard

Since some DLL files are included, it is essential to put those DLL files into system directory so that those DLL procedures can be invoked at run time. Otherwise, runtime error will occur because the target DLLs cannot be located. Therefore, after the package has been created, the .inf file must be modified to customize the installation process (see Code 4).
The parameter “DestDir” (destination of file) of all DLL files should be equal to 11 which means that the file will be located into system directory during installation. And then the package can be re-created again by using the .ddf file provided.

In order to let the client downloads the created CAB file, some specified HTML scripts should be included. Code 5 shows the scripts for this purpose.

```xml
<Object Id="UserControl1"
    CLASSID="CLSID:76C49199-B2DF-4D92-9FE5-8EC947660746"
    CODEBASE="..\ActiveX\AXIPHONE\Package\IPhone.CAB#version=1,0,0,3">
    <Param NAME="_ExtentsX" VALUE="1890"/>
    <Param NAME="_ExtentsY" VALUE="1160"/>
    <Param NAME="_HTMLCodeType" VALUE="qsm"/>
    <Param NAME="_HTMLNickname" VALUE="Eric"/>
</Object>
```

Code 5. HTML script for embedding CAB file
A HTML tag `<OBJECT>`, which is used to define the ActiveX control object. There are some attributes for this tag. `ID` defines the name of the ActiveX Control. `CLASSID` is identifier of the ActiveX Control. `CODEBASE` specifies the location of the cabinet file for downloading. `Version` defines version number for the ActiveX control. `Param` defines which parameters are passed to the ActiveX Control. For example, in the above script, a parameter “`_HTMLCodecType`” with value `gsm` is passed into the ActiveX Control.

In order to get the value of the parameter, the UserControl for ActiveX document provides an event called “`ReadProperties`”. In this event, it retrieves the control instance’s property values from the in-memory copy of the .frm file belonging to the form where the ActiveX control located. That means, the parameters declared in the HTML document, which holds the ActiveX Control, can be passed into the ActiveX control.

By using the function “`ProgBag.ReadProperty()`”, the parameter value from the HTML can be retrieved. Code 6 demonstrates how to retrieve the parameter value from the HTML.

```vba
Private Sub UserControl_ReadProperties(PropBag As PropertyBag)  
Rem read the HTML parameters from HTML doc.
CodeType = PropBag.ReadProperty("_HTMLCodecType", "pcma")
UserNickName = PropBag.ReadProperty("_HTMLNickName", "Default")
End Sub
```

Code 6. Code for retrieving the parameter value

The first parameter for the function “`ProgBag.ReadProperty()`” is used to specify the parameter name of the retrieving value and the second parameter is used as default value which will return back if the function fails. The return value for this function is the value of parameter specified in the HTML document.
VoIP Gateway problem:

In order to integrate those useful components into the new system, it is necessary to use those components correctly and also to make sure there is no problem in those components.

1. Poor sound quality

The poor sound quality of the last year product mainly accounts for misuse of codec components and logical error during playback.

I) Misuse of codec components

The voice data are compressed before being sent to receiver side. The compression is done by function “CompressSndBuf()”. This function takes two parameters. The first parameter is a pointer pointed to a buffer that wants to be compressed and the second one is the size of input buffer. Last year, only half of a buffer is passed to the compression routine and then sent to receiver so that half of voice data are lost (see Code 7).

```
if (!incomingCall->n_wave.m_inputTerminate) {
  //DWORD dWAudioBufSize = gGe.BufferLength();
  //wc->n_currentSndBuf = lpWaveHdr->lpData;
  //wc->n_currentFrame = wc->n_currentSndBuf;
  //wc->n_sndBufValid = 1;
  // We call the codec class to compress the data in the n_currentSndBuf
  cpdBufSize = 1024 / 2;
  //Coder->CompressSndBuf(wa->n_currentSndBuf, cpdBufSize);
  Coder->CompressSndBuf(lpWaveHdr->lpData, cpdBufSize);
  incomingCall->n_wave.m_currentItem = lpWaveHdr;
  incomingCall->n_wave.m_currentItemIn = hw1;
  SetEvent(windowSocket->w_listSend);
  SetEvent(incomingCall->n_wave.m_INevEvent);
}
```

Code 7. Code for calling the compression function last year

The buffer size used last year was 1024 bytes but only 512 bytes data were compressed and sent to the receiver. The reasonable solution is to compress the
whole buffer (see Code 8).

```c
CIPhone *pPhone = (CIPhone *)hwndInstance;
LPNAVEHDR lpHeader = (LPNAVEHDR)hwndParent;
CWaveAudio *wo = (pPhone->a_waveInAudio);
Coder *Coder = (pPhone->a_aWaveCoder);
CWindowSocket *windowSocket = (pPhone->a_windowSocket);

switch ( uMsg )
{
  case WM_DATA:
    if ( uInputTerminated ){
      DWORD dwAudioBufSize = wo->GetBufferLength();
      wo->a_currentFrame = wo->a_current SNDBuf;
      wo->a_sndValid = 1;

      Coder->CompressSndBuf(lpWaveHdr->lpData, dwAudioBufSize);
      // Update current waveHdr and waveIn handle. These two variables will be
      // used in the while loop of StartRecording() to add the current
      // sound buffer to the system
      wo->a_curWaveHdr = lpWaveHdr;
      wo->a_curWaveIn = hwnd;
      wo->a_curBufIndex = (DWORD)(DWORD)(wo->a_currentFrame-wo->GetBuffer()||dwAudioBufSize);
      // Now, we acknowledge StartRecording() that it could process the next sound block
      // The WaitForSingleObject() in StartRecording() will return immediately
      SetEvent(wo->a_hWaveInEvent);
      // acknowledge SocketSending() that it could send out the date
      SetEvent(windowSocket->w_1stSend);
    }
    if ( !uInputFendIng )
      wo->a_inputFendIng--;
    break;
}
```

Code 8. Code for calling compression function in the new system

The variable “`dwWAudionBufSize`” is equal to buffer size which can be retrieved by calling “`GetBufferLength()`”. 
II) Logical error during playback

Last year, the number of bits per sample was 16 (see Code 9 and 10).

```c
WORD WaveOutThreadProc(LPVOID lpParam)
{
    ...

    if (IncomingCall->m_wave.OpenWaveOutAudio(&deviceID))
    {
        IncomingCall->WaveOutProc, (DWORD) IncomingCall)
        return 0;
    }

    ...

    while (!IncomingCall->m_wave.m_inputTerminal)
    {
        // Wait for the voice mixing thread to return that the voice had
        // been mixed, the currentSendBuf is updated in voice mixing
        WaitForSingleObject(windowSocket->m_rec'h, INFINITE);
        ResetEvent(windowSocket->m_rec'h);
        // waveAudio->m_CurrentSendBuf = waveAudio->m_ReceivedSendBuf;
        memcpy((char *) Codec->recvbuffer, dwAudioBufSize);
        if (!IncomingCall->m_wave.WriteWaveOut((buffer[i], dwAudioBufSize, 1))
            return 0;
    }
    while (IncomingCall->m_wave.m_waveOutEvent, INFINITE);
    // Prepare for filling in next sound buffer
    if (i > 0)
        i = i;
    else
        i = 0;
    }

    ...
}
```

Code 9. Code for playback last year

```c
bool OTWave::OpenWaveOutAudio(UINT hWaveOut, LPVOID lpParam, DWORD waveOutProc, DWORD dinstance, bool bLoop)
{
    HRESULT hr;
    Stop();
    hWaveOut = NULL;
    WAVEFORMATEX* pFormat = {0};
    pFormat->wFormatTag = WAVE_FORMAT_PCM; // Pulse Code Modulation
    pFormat->nChannels = 1; // Mono
    pFormat->nSamplesPerSec = 8000; // 8000 Hz
    pFormat->nBitsPerSample = 16; // 16 bits/sample

    // Make sure a waveform output device supports this format
    hr = waveOutOpen(0, hWaveOut, pFormat, 0, 0,
                     WAVE_FORMAT_PCM | (waveOut == WAVE_MAPPER ? 0 : WAVE_MAPPER));
    ...
}
```

Code 10. Code for defining wave out format last year
Therefore, after decompression, each sample is contained in a buffer ‘recvbuffer’ with a short data type. However, during playback, type casting is performed. A 16 bits short data type is converted into an 8 bits char data type. According to the MSDN library, when the conversion is from short to char, only low-order byte is preserved. For example, if the buffer ‘recvbuffer’ contains four short values, 0x11AA, 0x22BB, 0x33CC and 0x44DD, then only 0xAA, 0xBB, 0xCC and 0xDD are copied to buffer ‘buffer[i]’ and then playback. During playback, the wave out device reads the data in 16 bits format. This means that 0xAABB and 0xCCDD are read and played. In this example, it is so obvious that the playback data are totally different from the original one. That is why the conversation cannot be heard. In fact, there is no need to perform type casting during memory copy.

2. Dialing problem

The application built last year has problem when a user make a new call immediately after closing the previous call. According to the last year final report, this problem is due to the problem of window socket. This is because the socket used in previous call had not been release immediately after the call is dropped. When the handle to a socket is closed, additional negotiation occurs between the client and the server. The server will wait for up to two times of the maximum time that windows used to receive an acknowledgement from the other end. The dialing problem can be solved by setting the option SO_REUSEADDR to the socket, which allows the socket to be bound to an address that is already in use.

However, as User Datagram Protocol (UDP) was used last year, there is no acknowledgement between the client and the server. The server will not wait any acknowledgement and it will close the socket immediately. As a result, the dialing
problem cannot be solved even by setting the option SO_REUSEADDR.

In fact, the cause of the problem is owing to the problem of multithreading. The system needs to wait until there are no data to be played. The waiting function causes one of the threads to terminate when the conversation finishes. So the system is unable to process another call because it is still waiting data from previous call for playback. The continuous dialing problem can be solved if that thread is also terminated when the conversation finished. The detail of the multithreading problem and its solution is presented in the section 5.2.2, *Implementation of Multithreading.*


5.2 Implementation of VoIP gateway

This VoIP gateway supports two operations, Phone-to-PC calls and PC-to-Phone calls. The gateway receives and makes the phone call by the dialogic card. Telephony API is used to control the dialogic card.

![Class diagram of the VoIP gateway]

Figure 24 shows the classes relationship in the VoIP gateway. The operation of each class is described below:

CtDialDlg is a class that provides user interface. This class also controls the flow of the system.
CIPhone is a class that consumes the other classes’ functions to provide an interactive communication with the remote user.

CCoder is a class that performs different compression and decompression algorithms

CWaveAudio is a class that controls wave audio device such as recording and playback.

CWindowSocket is a class that is responsible for data transmission and reception.

CtCall is a class that represents calls. CtCall provides functions to access TAPI functions to manipulate the call.

CtLine is a class that represents telephone lines. The main uses of this class is to open the telephone lines so that telephony event on a line can be handled by the application.
5.2.1 TAPI

The sample project of “Windows Telephony Programming” is used in this gateway. Class “CtCall” and “CtLine” are provided by this sample project. By using this project’s library, there is no need to call the TAPI functions directly.

Opening the line

Before making or receiving a call, the application must open a line on which to make or receive the call. This is done by using the TAPI “lineOpen( )” function. This function can be accessed through function “Open( )” in class “CtLine( )”.

```c
void CtCall::OpenValidLines()
{
    ASSERT(m_prgValidLines == 0);

    // Get and open valid lines
    DWORD nLines = ::TmGetNumLines();
    DWORD nOpenLines = 0;

    if( _wrgbValidLines = new BOL[nLines] )
    {
        CtLine* l_lines = new CtLine[nLines];
        //create a CIPhone object for each line
        
        for( DWORD nLineID = 0; nLineID < nLines; nLineID++ )
        {
            CIPhone* iphone = new CIPhone[nLines];
            
            if( _wrgbValidLines[nLineID] )
            {
                TmCall::lineOpen(nLineID, this,
                                LINECALLPRIVILEGE_OWNER,
                                LINEHANDLEMODE_INTERACTIVE | LINEHANDLEMODE_INHERITED);
            }
        }
    }
```

Code 11. Code for opening the telephone line

Each line is assigned with an object of class “CIPhone” which is used to control wave audio device and data transmission. Although this approach may not be very useful in the current gateway, it gives high scalability of the system. This Object Oriented approach is very useful when the gateway can handle two or more calls
simultaneously. For example, by using this approach, each call can have its own set
of buffers to record and play back. And the system does not need to memorize
which buffer should be sent to which remote users. The call’s information is stored
in the object “iphone”. More importantly, since TAPI uses event driven approach,
the object “iphone” is also responsible for distinguishing which call has a particular
event happened. For instance, Call A and Call B both are in process. When call A
is dropped, it is necessary to tell the gateway that the dropping call event is made by
call A so that the gateway can close the connection with call A.

Making a phone call

After the telephone lines are opened, the gateway can start to listen whether there is a
request for making a phone call from a remote user. The VoIP gateway first creates a
thread to receive the remote signaling message and then uses a timer to check the type
of signaling message (see Code 12). There are totally five kinds of signaling
message, as shown in table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACP</td>
<td>Call is accepted.  Conversation starts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ</td>
<td>Request for a call. If it is PC-to-Phone call, dialed number is also included in this message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REJ</td>
<td>Reject the call request. This signal is sent when the VoIP gateway is busy or the call is rejected by callee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLS</td>
<td>Close the call. This signal is sent when remote user drops the call during phone in ring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACED</td>
<td>Call is placed and the system is waiting callee to pick up the call.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Meaning of signaling message
When a request is received, the gateway extracts the phone number to dial from the signaling message. After that, the gateway can make a call using the TAPI "lineMakeCall()" function which is invoked by the function "MakeCall()" in the class "CtCall". Function "MakeCall()" takes three parameters, phone number to dial, called country code and object of call back function.
However, before the gateway can make the call, it needs to find a telephone line that is not in use. If all the lines are busy, the gateway will send back a “REJ” signaling message back to the caller. The function “FindFreeLine()” is used for finding out a free telephone line. A negative returned number indicates that all the valid telephone lines are in progress. The following code shows the procedure of making a phone call:

```c
void CDimDiaDlg::Dial(char* pPhoneNo)
{
    ASSERT(m_rgplines);
    ASSERT(m_pCall);

    int iPos;
    iPos = FindFreeLine();

    if (iPos == -1)
    {
        if (!SendMessage("REJ System Busy"))
            ::afxMessageBox("Fail in sending the reply");
        return;
    }

    iphone[iPos] = new CIPhone();

    strcpy(iphone[iPos]->ipaddress, m_callIPString);  

    if (m_pCall = new CCall(m_rgplines[iPos])  
        && TENDING(m_pCall)->MakeCall(pPhoneNo,  
            SS2,  
            this)) )
    {
        iphone[iPos]->m_pCall = m_pCall;
        LogStatus("Placing a call to '\n\n', pPhoneNo);
        UpdateStatus();
    }
    else
    {
        delete m_pCall; m_pCall = 0;
        delete iphone[iPos];
        iphone[iPos]=0;
        ::afxMessageBox(IDS_CANT_MAKE_CALL);
    }
}

int CDimDiaDlg::FindFreeLine()
{
    int i;
    for (i=0; i<CTYGetNumLines(); i++)
    {
        // it is a valid line and the line is not in use
        if ((m_rgplines[i] != 0)  
            && iphone[i] == 0)
            return i;
    }
    return -1;
}
```

Code 13. Code for making a phone call
Receiving a phone call

After the telephone lines are opened, the gateway should not only start to listen to a “making phone call” request, but also receive a phone call at any moment. If there is a new call, TAPI notifies the gateway through the function “OnLineNewCall()”. When the gateway detects a new call, it should automatically answer the call. This can be done by calling TAPI function “lineAnswer()”. And this function is accessed by function “Answer()” in class “CtCall” (see Code 14).

```c
void CtDiaDlg::OnLineNewCall(  
    CLine* pLine,  
    HANDLE hCall,  
    DWORD nAddressID,  
    DWORD nCallPrivilege)
{
    LogStatus("New call on line %d (address %d)\r\n", pLine->GetDeviceID(), nAddressID);
    ClsRecvReq();
    // when there is a new call
    Phone[pLine->GetDeviceID()] = new CIPhone();
    Phone[pLine->GetDeviceID()]->m_pCall = new CtCall(pLine, hCall, this);
    Phone[pLine->GetDeviceID()]->inbound = TRUE;
    // automatically answer the call
    if( TENDING(Phone[pLine->GetDeviceID()]->m_pCall->Answer()) )
    {
        LogStatus("Answering call...\r\n");
    }
    else
    {
        LogStatus("Can't answer call.\r\n");
    }
    UpdateStatus();
}
```

Code 14. Code for receiving and answering call
Monitoring Call Progress

TAPI informs the application about the changed call state via the line callback function and the LINE_CALLSTATE event. The possible states of a call are enumerated in the LINECALLSTATE_* constants and given in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call State</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_IDLE</td>
<td>The call no longer exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_OFFERING</td>
<td>A new call has arrived.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_ACCEPTED</td>
<td>The call has been claimed by an application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_DIALTONE</td>
<td>The switch is ready to receive a number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_DIALING</td>
<td>The switch is receiving dialing information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_RINGBACK</td>
<td>A ring was heard on the call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_BUSY</td>
<td>A busy signal was heard on the call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_SPECIALINFO</td>
<td>An error tone was heard on the call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_CONNECTED</td>
<td>The call has been connected to the other end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_PROCEEDING</td>
<td>Dialing has completed but the call has not yet been connected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_ONHOLD</td>
<td>The call is on hold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_DISCONNECTED</td>
<td>The other end had dropped the call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATE_UNKNOWN</td>
<td>The TSP cannot determine the current state of the call.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Meaning of each call state

By knowing the meaning of call state, the VoIP gateway is able to give different feedbacks to the user in different state of the call. The state of a call can be received via the call back function “OnCallState( )”. The call’s state is specified in the parameter “nCallState” (see Code 15).
Before the gateway can give feedback to the user, it needs to identify the event to which call. This can be done by calling the function “CheckObject( )”. This function returns the position of object “iphone” which has a control to the call “pCall” in the argument list (see Code 16).

```
int CcDiaDlg::CheckObject(CcCall* pCall)
{
    int i;
    for (i=0; i<TTxGetNumLines(); i++)
    {
        if (iphone[i] != 0)
        {
            if (pCall == iphone[i]->m_pCall)
                return i;
        }
    }
    return -1;
}
```

Code 15. Code for receiving the state of call

Code 16. Code for checking handle of a call
Gathering IP address

When the call is connected, the VoIP gateway can give feedback to the user based on the kind of operations. If it is a PC-to-Phone operation, the gateway can start recording and playback. However, if it is a Phone-to-PC operation, the gateway needs to play an instruction to the user instructing him/her about the usage of the Internet Phone system and guiding the user to key in the callee’s IP address. The code below shows the action that will be performed when the call is in LINECALLSTATE_CONNECTED state.

```c
switch( nCallState )
{
  case LINECALLSTATE_CONNECTED:
    if (iphone[pos]-&gt;inbound) // Phone-to-PC operation
      // start to monitor input digits
      TRLED(pCall-&gt;MonitorDigits());

      // play instruction to user
      PlayWave(IDR_WAV1);
    }
  else // PC-to-Phone operation
    ClickRecReq();

    if (!SendRpl("ACK"))
      ::AfxMessageBox("Fail in sending the reply");
    iphone[pos]-&gt;initObject();
    iphone[pos]-&gt;ipaddr = iphone[pos]-&gt;ipaddress;

    // initialize coder
    iphone[pos]-&gt;m_wavCoder.Initialization("83", "n");
    iphone[pos]-&gt;m_wavCoder.CheckEncode("pcm");

    // start record and playback
    iphone[pos]-&gt;OnStartRecord();
    iphone[pos]-&gt;OnStartPlay();

    break;
}
```

Code 17. Code for action performed when the call is connected

The function “MonitorDigits( )” is used to start monitoring the input digits so that when one of the button on the phone is pressed, the gateway can gather the pressed button via the call back function “OnCallMonitorDigits( )” (see Code 18).
The value of the pressed button is kept in the variable “cDigit”. The value of “cDigit” will be stored in the variable “ipaddress”. Moreover, when “*” button is pressed, “ipaddress” will store a dot “.". This is because the format of IP address is “XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX”. For instance, if the IP address is “192.168.0.1”, the user should key in “1”, “9”, “2”, “*”, “1”, “6”, “8”, “*”, “0”, “*”, and “1” in sequence. After keying in the IP address, the user should press the “#” button on the phone to start sending the request to the remote user. Before sending out the request, the
gateway validates the format of the input IP address. If it is correct, the gateway will then send out the request to the specified IP address. Otherwise, the gateway will ask the user to input the callee’s IP address again. The validation of IP address’s format is done by function “ValidateAddr()” (see Code 19).

```
bool CtBiaDlg::ValidateAddr(char *IpAddr[20])
{
    char *token;
    token = strtok( IpAddr, ",.");
    int i;
    for (i=0;i<4;i++)
    {
        if (token == NULL)
            return false;
        /* Get next token: */
        token = strtok( NULL, ",. ");
    }
    //if it contains 4 docs
    if (token == NULL)
        return false;
    return true;
}
```

Code 19. Code for validating format of IP address

**Dropping the call**

When the phone is off hook or the gateway receives “CLS” signaling message while the phone is ringing, the gateway needs to drop the call. This can be done by the TAPI function “lineDrop()”. This function is called when function “Drop()” in class “CtCall” is called (see Code 20).

```
pos = strstr( m_recvCallBuf, "CLS");
if (pos!=NULL){
    int iPos = FindObject(m_callIPString);
    if (iPos != -1)
        iphone[iPos]->m_pCall->Drop();
}

// start to receive the another call request
if (!(RecvReq()))
   AFXMessageBox("Fail in creating req thread");
```

Code 20. Code for dropping the call when signal “CLS” is received
Summary of action performed in each state

The table below gives summary for feedback given in each call state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call State</th>
<th>PC-to-Phone</th>
<th>Phone-to-PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CALLREQUESTMAKECALL</td>
<td>Send back “PLACED” signal to caller.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATECONNECTED</td>
<td>Start record and play back.</td>
<td>Play an instruction to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Send “ACP” signal to caller.</td>
<td>Monitor input digits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Send request to callee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Start record and play back if accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATEDISCONNECTED</td>
<td>Stop record and play back.</td>
<td>Stop record and play back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop the call.</td>
<td>Drop the call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINECALLSTATEIDLE</td>
<td>Release resources</td>
<td>Release resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start to handle the next call</td>
<td>Start to handle the next call</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Summary of action performed in different call states
5.2.2 Multithreading

Multithreading is widely used in the VoIP gateway. There are seven worker threads in the system. A worker thread is a thread used to do some backend jobs. Each thread is assigned to a backend process for a particular purpose. Table 7 lists the purpose of each worker threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker threads</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReqThread</td>
<td>Used for receiving PC to Phone Call request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RplThread</td>
<td>Used for receiving reply after call request was sent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveInThreadProc</td>
<td>Used for opening wave audio input device and recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SocketSend</td>
<td>Used for sending recorded data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveOutThreadInit</td>
<td>Used for initializing the sound output device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveOutThreadProc</td>
<td>Used for playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SocketRecv</td>
<td>Used for receiving voice data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Purpose of each worker thread

Thread “WaveOutThreadProc” is used as an example to illustrate how to apply multithreading technology in the VoIP gateway.

When a process needs additional threads of control, they have to be created by calling the WIN32 thread creation API. The function “CreateThread( )” is used to create a new thread of control in the process. On Success, the function returns a handle to the newly created thread object. The thread object stores all information about the newly created thread.
void CIphone::OnStartplay()
{
    ...

    // Now start the real stuff to stream output audio to sound device
    m_waveOutAudio.m_hWaveOutThread = CreateThread(NULL, 0,
    (LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)WaveOutThreadProc,
    (LPVOID)this, 0,
    (LPOCGES)m_waveOutAudio.m_dwWaveOutThreadID);
    if (m_waveOutAudio.m_hWaveOutThread == NULL) {
        AfxMessageBox("Fail to create WaveOutThreadProc");
        if (m_waveCoder.CoderOpen){
            m_waveCoder.EndCoder();
            m_waveCoder.CoderOpen = FALSE;
        }
        return;
    }
    ...
}

Code 21. Code for creating thread

Code 21 shows an example of creating thread “WaveOutThreadProc”. The function “CreateThread( )” takes six parameters. The first parameter is a pointer to a SECURITY ATTRIBUTES structure that determines whether the returned handle can be inherited by child processes. If it is a NULL, the handle cannot be inherited. The second parameter specifies the initial commit size of the stack, in bytes. If this value is zero, the created thread uses the same size as the calling thread. The third parameter is a pointer to the function to be executed by the thread. In this example, the function “WaveOutThreadProc( )” is executed for playback. The fourth parameter specifies a single parameter value passed to the thread. The fifth parameter specifies additional flags that control the creation of the thread. Zero in this value means that the thread runs immediately after creation. However, at this time, no other values are supported. And the last parameter is a pointer to a 32-bit variable that receives the thread identifier.
Pitfall of multithreading

Although multithreading can help applications to respond and perform better, multithread programming will introduce new types of problems. Multithreaded applications are always more difficult to debug than single-threaded applications. Since multithreading is a new technology, there is a lack of good debuggers and tools to help the developers in the development process. Data synchronization problem is the most critical one. For example, if one thread frees a dynamically allocated buffer, then when other threads refer to the same buffer, it will cause an access violation. Since threads can run in parallel and have access to all resources including memory, it is necessary to synchronize the shared data and to prevent the shared data from becoming inconsistent.

Data synchronization problem exists in the VoIP gateway. For instance, the system should wait for the voice data to arrive before the system can start playback. In order to solve the synchronization problem, the threads use the wait functions of WIN32 to suspend its own execution until the conditions specified in the wait function are satisfied. The primary function used for waiting is “WaitForSingleObject( )”. The function “WaitForSingleObject( )” waits for the object identified by the first parameter until the object is signaled or the waiting time specified by the second parameter expires.
Code 22. Code for waiting voice data to arrive

The code above is used for doing playback. The system waits for voice data to arrive before the system can start playback (see Code 22). In the above example, the system waits for the object “m_hRecv” infinitely. The object “m_hRecv” is signaled when the system has received the remote voice data. In order to signal an object, “SetEvent()” function can be used. The function “ResetEvent()” is called to set back the state of the object to non-signaled after the object is signaled. The code below shows the action that will be performed when the remote voice data are received.
When the system has received the data, the system can decompress the received buffer. The decompressed data are stored in buffer “recvbuffer”. It then signals the object “m_hRecv” in order to let the system playback the data (see Code 23). When the conversation finished, the object “m_hRecv” is also signaled for releasing the infinite waiting in the thread “WaveOutThreadProc” so that wave out audio device can be closed. Otherwise, the system is incapable to handle another call because of a deadlock in the thread “WaveOutThreadProc”.

---

Code 23. Code for receiving remote voice data

```cpp
WORD SocketRecv(LPVOID lpParam)
{
    ... 

    while(piPhone->m_waveOutAudio.m_audioStatus != AUDIO_STOP)
    {
        recvSendBufSize = windowSocket->receiveData(windowSocket->m_sOutputSound, receivedBuffer, &recvAddr);
        pCoder->recvSendType = windowSocket->m_recvCodecType;

        if (recvSendBufSize == 0) //this case will happen only when conversation finished
            //it is needed to prevent deadlock in WaveOutThreadProc
            SetEvent(windowSocket->m_hRecv);
            CloseHandle(windowSocket->m_hRecv);
            return 1;
    }

    // Decompress the received data and put the decoded data to waveCoder->recvbuffer
    pCoder->DecompressSendBuf(recvbuffer, recvSendBufSize);

    waveAudio->m_currentSendBuf = (char *)pCoder->recvbuffer;

    SetEvent(windowSocket->m_hRecv);
}

CloseHandle(windowSocket->m_hRecv);
return 1;
```
5.2.3 Voice compression and decompression

This project makes use of the Speech Codec Library originally provided by my supervisor, Dr. Mak. This project focuses on how to integrate this Codec Library into the VoIP gateway. The detail on how to implement the coding and decoding algorithm is not presented in this report.

```c
void Codec::Initialization(char *VBRate, char *VBWad)
{
    ... // defining the Audio_Codec Class variable
    if(Vad)
        audio_codec = new Audio_Codec(VBRate, Rate);
    else
        audio_codec = new Audio_Codec(VBOff, Rate);

    sendbuffer = NULL;
    recvbuffer = NULL;
    out16buffer = NULL;
    outDcpbuffer = NULL;
    // Identify the codec class has been initialized
    CodecOpen = TRUE;
}
```

Code 24. Code for accessing the Speech Codec Library

Before encoding and decoding start, initialization of variables is needed (see Code 24). The variable “audio_codec” is an object of the class “Audio_Codec”, a class uses to perform different compression algorithms. The variable “sendbuffer” and “recvbuffer” are two independent buffers that contain sent and received data respectively. The variable “out16buffer” and “outDcpbuffer” are buffers that contain 16 bits linear PCM audio data. The data type of each buffer is shown below:

```c
// define the variable for approaching the AudioCode Class
Audio_Codec* audio_codec;
char *sendbuffer;  // for 8 PCM sending side buffer - use this for sending
char *recvbuffer;  // for 8 PCM receiving side buffer
short *out16buffer; // for storing 16 PCM after converting 8 to 16 PCM
short *outDcpbuffer; // for storing 16 PCM after decompression
```

Code 25. Code for defining each buffer
Since there are many compression algorithms in the Speech Codec Library, a particular compression algorithm can be selected by calling function “CheckEncode()” (see Code 26).

```c
void Codec::CheckEncode(char * sndCodec)
{
    char *VA_Compression = sndCodec;

    // determine the compression method used
    if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"pcm") == 0)
        sndPayloadType = PCMU;
    else
    {
        if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"pcm2") == 0)
            sndPayloadType = PCEA;
        else
        {
            if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"nul14") == 0)
                sndPayloadType = NUI1;
            else
            {
                if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"g712") == 0)
                    sndPayloadType = G726;
                else
                {
                    if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"g726") == 0)
                        sndPayloadType = G727;
                    else
                    {
                        if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"l6") == 0)
                            sndPayloadType = LPC6;
                        else
                        {
                            if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"g729") == 0)
                                sndPayloadType = G729;
                            else
                                if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"g723") == 0)
                                    sndPayloadType = G723;
                                else
                                    if( strcmp(VA_Compression,"g729") == 0)
                                        sndPayloadType = G729;
                                }
                            }
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```


Once a compression algorithm is selected, it will be used to compress the voice data. The variable “sndPayloadType” is used to store the chosen compression algorithm.
The Dialogic card restricts voice data to 8-bits linear PCM audio format. However, all codes can handle only 16 bits linear PCM audio. The 8-bits recorded data should be converted into 16-bits PCM audio format before encoding the data. The function “linear8PCMtoLinear16PCM( )” is used for this purpose (see Code 27).

```c
void CCoder::Compress2ndBuf(char *sdBuffer, unsigned long sdBufferSize)
{
    //convert 8 bits PCM to 16 bits PCM
    linear8PCMtoLinear16PCM(out16buffer, sdBuffer, sdBufferSize);
    //free the previous buffer before it is used again
    //don't free the buffer when it is first used
    if (sendbuffer != NULL)
        free(sendbuffer);
    sendbuffer = NULL;
    audio_codec->encoder(sendbuffer, &sendbuffer, out16buffer, sdBuffer, sndPayloadType);
    //free the buffer immediately because it is useless now
    if (out16buffer != NULL)
        free(out16buffer);
    out16buffer = NULL;
}
```

Code 27. Code for compressing record data

Since function “linear8PCMtoLinear16PCM( )” will allocate new memory to the buffer “out16buffer”, it is necessary to free the allocated memory back to operating system when the buffer is not used. Otherwise, memory leakage occurs. WIN32 function “free” is used to free the memory. After the recorded data have been converted into 16 bits linear PCM audio format, the compression can be started. The compression is implemented by calling the “Audio_Codec” class function “encoder( )”, which called the specified encoder (determined by variable “sndPayloadType”) to undergo compression. The compressed data was stored and pointed by “sendbuffer”. Unlike the buffer “out16buffer”, the memory used by “sendbuffer” will not be liberated immediately because the data contained in “sendbuffer” will be sent out later. Therefore, the allocated memory will be liberated until there is a new memory assigned to “sendbuffer” again.
Similar to compression, decompress can be done by calling the "Audio_Codec" class function "decoder()". After decompression is finished, the function "linear16PCMtolinear8PCM" is called to convert the data back to 8 bits linear PCM audio format and then do the playback (see Code 28).

```
void CCoder::DecompressSndBuf(char *rcvBuffer, unsigned long rcvBufferSize)
{
    //free the previous buffer before it is used again
    //don't free the buffer when it is first used
    if (rcvbuffer != NULL)
        free(rcvbuffer);
    rcvbuffer = NULL;
    audio_codec->decoder(outDopbuffer, &rcvbufferlen, rcvBuffer, rcvBufferSize, rcvPayloadType);
    //convert 16 bit PCM back to 8 bit PCM
    linear16PCMtolinear8PCM(outDopbuffer, rcvbufferlen);
    if (outDopbuffer != NULL)
        free(outDopbuffer);
    outDopbuffer = NULL;
}
```

Code 28. Code for decompressing received data

By calling the functions "CompressSndBuf()" and "DecompressSndBuf()" in the class "Coder", the compression and decompression could be achieved in the system. The decompression method used depends on the variable "rcvPayloadType", which is equal to the compression method of the sending side used. The used compression method is known during the voice data received. Code 29 shows how to specify the decompression method after data are received.

```
recevSndBufSize = windowSocket->receiveData(windowSocket->m_sOutputSound, receivedBuffer, &rcvBufferLen);
pCoder->rcvPayloadType = windowSocket->m_revcoderType;
```

Code 29. Code for assigning decompression algorithm
5.2.4 Window Socket

This Window Socket library was developed last year. However, there are some problems in the library including problem of efficiency. As a result, this Window Socket library is modified in order to integrate it into the whole system. Before discussing the detail of implementation, it is better to have an overview of how to establish an UTP connection. Sockets should be created so that the application can use them to send and receive the data. The figure below illustrates the flow using UTP to make connection and also the Winsock function involved.

```
Caller
socket()  Create the Socket
bind()    Give the Socket a Name
sendto()/recvfrom()  Send and receive data

closesocket()  Close the connection

Callee
socket()  Create the Socket
bind()    Give the Socket a Name
sendto()/recvfrom()  Send and receive data

closesocket()  Close the connection
```

Figure 25. WinSock Function Flow using UDP
Initializing WinSock2

In order to use those WinSock functions, it is required to initialize WS2_32.dll. The initialization is done by using the WinSock function “WSAStartup()”. The “WSAStartup()” function must be the first Windows Sockets function called by an application or DLL. It allows an application or DLL to specify the version of Windows Sockets required and to retrieve details of the specific Windows Sockets implementation. In Code 30, the statement “MAKEWORD(2,0)” sets the version of Windows Socket to 2.0.

```c
int CWsSocket::initWinSock()
{
    WSADATA wsaData;
    WORD wVersionRequested;

    wVersionRequested = MAKEWORD( 2, 0 );
    if( !WSAStartup(wVersionRequested, &wsaData) )
        return NO;
    else
        return START_WINSOCK_ERROR;
}
```

Code 30. Code for initiating use of WS2_32.dll

Creating Socket

In sending side:

After initiating the WinSock API, socket can be created. To create a socket, either receiver’s IP address (for sending data) or local IP address (for receiving data) should be specified. The local IP address can be retrieved by using the WinSock function, “gethostname()” and “gethostbyname()”. As the IP address is required to be in a specific data type, in_addr, an Internet address structure for 32-bit Internet Protocol address in network byte order. A WinSock function, “inet_addr()”, can be used to convert the string to this data structure.
For data delivery, sending socket can be created by the function “createSendSocket( )”. Unlike last year project, the function will take three parameters instead of two. The port number is also passed into the function. Last year, the same port was used to receive both voice data and signaling messages. This makes the system complex. Therefore, the new system uses two different ports to receive different kinds of data to reduce complexity of the system. Code 31 shows the code for creating send socket.

```
int CWindowSocket::sendData(char *achOutBuf, SOCKADDR_IN *stOutName, int achOutBufSize, unsigned char codeType)
{
    ...

    // get a UDP Socket
    hSock = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
    if (hSock == INVALID_SOCKET)
    {
        return 0;
    }

    ...
}
int CWindowSocket::createSendSocket(SOCKADDR_IN *stOutName, IN_ADDR receiverIPAddr, short port)
{
    SOCKADDR_IN stName;
    stName.sin_addr = receiverIPAddr;
    if(stName.sin_addr.s_addr == INADDR_ANY)
    {
        // Error Message - the receiver address need to declare
        return 0;
    }else{
        stName.sin_family = PF_INET;
        stName.sin_port = htons(port);
    }
    *stOutName = stName;
    return 1;
}
```

Code 31. Code for creating send socket

In fact, socket is created by the WinSock function “socket( )”. The second parameter of this function specifies the type of the socket. In this example, “SOCK_DRAM” is passed to the system, meaning that UDP is used.
In receiving side:

Similar to the sending side, the receive socket can be created by calling the function “createRecvSocket( )”. This function also takes one more parameter – Port number. However, after the receiving socket has created, it needs to be binded into the system for use. When a socket is created with a call to the WinSock function “socket( )”, it exists in a name space (address family), but it does not have any name assigned to it. Therefore, the WinSock function “bind( )” should be invoked to establish the local association of the socket by assigning a local name to an unnamed socket. The following code is the function for creating a receive socket.

```c
int CWindowSocket::createRecvSocket(SOCKET *hSock, short port)
{
    int hNet;
    SOCKET newSocket;
    SOCKADDR_IN stOurName;

    // get a UDP Socket
    newSocket = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
    if (newSocket == INVALID_SOCKET) {
        // error message - can not create socket
        return 0;
    }

    // name the socket, to receive requests as a server
    stOurName.sin_family = PF_INET;
    stOurName.sin_port = htons(port);
    stOurName.sin_addr.s_addr = INADDR_ANY;
    hNet = bind(newSocket, (LPSOCKADDR) &stOurName, sizeof(ststruct sockaddr));
    if (hNet == SOCKET_ERROR) {
        // error message
        return WSAGetLastError();
    } else {
        *hSock = newSocket;
    }

    return 1;
}
```

Code 32. Code for creating receive socket

Sending and receiving data:

After sockets have been prepared, the system can start to send and receive data. For sending data, the WinSock function “sendto( )” is used. This function takes six parameters, including socket used for sending, buffer required for sending, the size of
the buffer being sent, indicator specifying the way in which the call is made, the destination IP address and size of that IP address. On success, “sendto( )” returns the number of bytes sent. On failure, SOCKET_ERROR is returned. Code 33 shows the code for sending out voice data.

```c
int CWindowSocket::sendData(char * achOutBuf, SOCKET_IN * stName, int achOutBufSize, unsigned char codetype)
    {
        int nRet;
        int nAddrSize = sizeof(SOCKADDR);
        SOCKET hSock;
        SENDBUF sendbuf;
        SENDBUF * snbuf;

        int packetlen;

        // get a UDUF socket
        hSock = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
        if (hSock == INVALID_SOCKET) {
            return 0;
        }

        // New New
        sendbuf.compression = codetype;

        // not use because it need a termination charater to indicate end of copied string
        // strcpy(sendbuf.buffer.buf_val, achOutBuf);
        memcpy(sendbuf.buffer.buf_val, achOutBuf, achOutBufSize);
        sendbuf.buf_size = achOutBufSize;
        packetlen = sendbuf.buf_size + (sizeof(SENDBUF) - BUPLENGTH);
        snbuf = &sendbuf;
        nRet = sendto(hSock, achOutBuf, packetlen, 0, (SOCKADDR *)&stName, nAddrSize);
        if (nRet == SOCKET_ERROR)
        { //error message
            resetSocket(hSock);
            return 0;
        }

        // must always free the socket since this socket is declared locally
        resetSocket(hSock);
        return 1;
    }
```

Code 33. Code for sending out voice data
Before sending out the data, the data will be packed into the following form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compression method</th>
<th>Size of payload</th>
<th>Payload (Compressed voice data)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 26. Format of sending packet

Compression method should be included in the packet so that the receiver can use the corresponding decompression algorithm to decompress the data. Last year, the signaling data are also sent out in the above format. However, this is not an efficient way because it introduces more overheads. The bits for indicating compression method and size of payload are totally useless for signaling data. Thereby, the signaling data will be sent out directly. Code for sending signaling data is shown below:

```c
int CUDixSocket::sendData(char *achOutBuf, SOCKADDR_IN *stRemote)
{
    int uRet;
    int uAddrSize = sizeof(SOCKADDR);
    SOCKET hSock;

    // get a UDP Socket
    hSock = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);
    if (hSock == INVALID_SOCKET) {
        return 0;
    }
    uRet = sendto(hSock, achOutBuf, strlen(achOutBuf)+1, 0, (SOCKADDR *)&stRemote, uAddrSize);
    if (uRet == SOCKET_ERROR) {
        // error message
        resetSocket(hSock);
        return 0;
    }

    // must always free the socket since this socket is declared locally
    resetSocket(hSock);
    return 1;
}
```

Code 34. Code for sending signaling data
For receiving data, the WinSock function “recvfrom( )” should be used. The function “recvfrom( )” returns the number of bytes received if succeeds. There are also two functions to receive different kinds of data (see Code 35).

```c
int CUnixSocket::receiveData(SOCKET hSock, char * achInBuf, SOCKADDR_IN * stHostName)
{
    int nRet;
    int nAddrSize = sizeof(SOCKADDR);
    int achInbufSize;
    recvBUF receivedBuf;
    recvBUF * recvbuf = &receivedBuf;

    nRet = recvfrom(hSock, [char *] recvbuf, sizeof(recvBUF), 0, [SOCKADDR *] stHostName, [nAddrSize]);

    // strcpy(achInBuf, receivedBuf.buffer.buf_val);
    // ensure the received data is valid
    if (receivedBuf.buf_size > 0)
        memcpy(achInbuf, receivedBuf.buffer.buf_val, receivedBuf.buf_size);

    achInbufSize = receivedBuf.buf_size;
    n_recvCoderType = receivedBuf.compression;
    if (nRet == SOCKET_ERROR)
        return 0;
    
    return achInbufSize;
}

// For receiving signaling data
t
int CUnixSocket::receiveData(SOCKET hSock, SOCKADDR_IN * stHostName, char * achInBuf)
{
    int nRet;
    int nAddrSize = sizeof(SOCKADDR);

    // sizeof(char) is used because it is equal to size of receive buffer(achInbuf)
    nRet = recvfrom(hSock, achInBuf, 20*sizeof(char), 0, [SOCKADDR *] stHostName, [nAddrSize]);
    if (nRet == SOCKET_ERROR)
        return 0;
    
    return strlen(achInBuf)+1;
}
```

Code 35. Code for receiving data
Closing connection

When the sending and receiving processes are finished, the sending socket and receiving socket should be closed. Otherwise, the resource would be used up. This step can be done by calling the WinSock function “closesocket()”, which was used to close the existing socket. The “WSACleanup()” function must also be called, which caus the local machine deregistering itself from a Windows Sockets implementation and allowing the implementation to free any resources allocated on behalf of the application or DLL (see Code 36).

```c
int CWindowSocket::resetSocket(SOCKET sock)
{
    ...  
    if (closesocket(sock) == SOCKET_ERROR)
        return 4;
    else
        return 1;
}

int CWindowSocket::endWinSock()
{
    if( !WSACleanup() )
        return NO;
    else
        return END_WINSOCK_ERROR;
}
```

Code 36. Code for ending window socket
5.2.5 Integration of various technologies

This section gives an example of how the previous technologies can be used together to perform real-time streaming and data delivery. First of all, before recording is started, the system needs to initialize WinSock and Coder. This can be done via the function “initObject()” provided by the class “CIPhone”.

```cpp
int CIPhone::initObject()
{
    // initialisation of the WIN_SOCK class parameter
    m_WINDOWSOCKET.Initialization();

    // initialise the window socket
    if(m_WINDOWSOCKET.initWinSock()) {
        AfxMessageBox("Error for initialise the window socket",MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    // get the local host name
    if(m_WINDOWSOCKET.getLocalHost(m_WINDOWSOCKET.m_ourHostName, 256)) {
        // end the window socket
        m_WINDOWSOCKET.endWinSock();
        AfxMessageBox("Error for getting local host name",MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    // convert the local host name back to the real IP address
    if(m_WINDOWSOCKET.getHostToIPAddress(m_WINDOWSOCKET.m_ourHostName,(m_WINDOWSOCKET.m_ourIPAddress))){
        // end the window socket
        m_WINDOWSOCKET.endWinSock();
        AfxMessageBox("Error for converting local host name",MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    m_WAVECODER.Initialization("63", "3");
    m_WAVECODER.CheckEncode("pcm");
    return 1;
}
```

Code 37. Code for initializing winsock and coder

After initialization, the system can record and deliver the voice data. This can be done by using the function “OnStartRecord( )” in the class “CIPhone”. This function uses multithreading techniques to create the thread “WaveInThreadProc” for recording (see code 38).
In the thread “WaveInThreadProc”, the first thing needs to be done is to initialize parameters for opening the wave input device. This can be done by calling the function “SetParameter( )” in class “CWaveAudio”. This function takes six parameters: size of buffers for storing recorded data, number of buffer used, number of channel to record, sampling rate and bits per sample. After that, the function “OpenWaveInAudio( )” in class “CWaveAudio” is called to open the wave input device. This function either takes three or two parameter. If the opening device is the Dialogic Card, the system passes three parameters. The first one is the device ID, the second one is the callback function which will be executed when the buffer is full and the last one is the user defined object to be passed to the callback function whenever it is called. If the wave input device is opened successfully, the system needs to prepare a wave-in-header for those buffers that use to store recorded data. The function “PrepareWaveInHeader( )” in class “CWaveAudio” is used for this purpose. At this moment, it is necessary to create a socket using the function “CreateSendSocket( )” to deliver the recorded data. And also the thread “SocketSend” should be created for data delivery. Finally, the system can start to...
record. To record, the function “StartRecording( )” in class “CWaveAudio( )” is called. The code below shows all activities in the thread “WaveInThreadProc”.

```c
WORD WaveInThreadProc(LPVOID lpParam)
{
    ...

    C1DeviceID did;
    // Create Wave audio and init its parameters
    if (!WaveAudio->SetParameters(DW65_SIZE, DW60_AUDIOBUF5, NUM_CHANNELS,
        SAMPLE_RATE, BYTE_PER_SAMPLE))
    {
        AfxMessageBox("Error in setting parameters for wave audio object", MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    // Open the audio device, specify the callback function (1st para),
    // and the user defined object (2nd para.) to be passed to the
    // callback function whenever it is called.
    if (TUCSUCCEEDED(did.GetIDFromCall(\"save/in\", pPhone->m_pCall->GetHandle())))
    {
        if (!PPhone->isbound( \/*open telephone device
            if (!WaveAudio->OpenWaveInAudio(did.GetDeviceID()),
                (DWORD)WaveInProc, (DWORD)pPhone) ||
                AfxMessageBox("Fail to open wave in audio input", MB_OK);
                return 0;
        }
    }

    else{ /*open mic
        if (!WaveAudio->OpenWaveInAudio((DWORD)WaveInProc, (DWORD)pPhone) ||
            AfxMessageBox("Fail to open wave mic in audio input", MB_OK);
            return 0;
        }
    }

    if (!WaveAudio->PrepareWaveInReader())
    {
        AfxMessageBox("Fail to prepare wave in reader", MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    if (!windowsSocket->createSendSocket(&windowsSocket->m_stReceiverName[0]),
        windowsSocket->m_uReceiverIPAddr) ||
        AfxMessageBox("Fail to create the sending socket", MB_OK);
        return 0;
    }

    windowsSocket->m_1stSendSocketThread = CreateThread(NULL, 0,
        [LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE]SocketSend,
        [LPVOID]pPhone, 0,
        [LPDWORD]windowsSocket->m_1stSendSocketThreadID);

    if (windowsSocket->m_1stSendSocketThread == NULL) {
        AfxMessageBox("Fail to create the first Socket Sending Thread");
        return 0;
    }

    WaveAudio->StartRecording();
    return 1;
}
```

When the buffer is full, the wave audio device notices the system via the callback function specified. In this example, the function “waveInProc” is the callback function. There are two important steps to perform. First, when the recorded data arrive, the system compresses the recorded data through the function “CompressSndBuf()”. Second, after the data is compressed, the system signals the thread “SocketSend” to send out the data.

```
void CALLBACK waveInProc(HWND hWnd, UINT uMsg, DWORD dwInstance,
                          DWORD dwParam1, DWORD dwParam2)
{
    CIPhone *pPhone = (CIPhone *)dwInstance;
    LPWAVEHDR lpWaveHdr = (LPWAVEHDR)dwParam1;
    CWaveAudio *wa = (CWaveAudio *)pPhone->m__waveAudio;
    CCoder *Coder = (CCoder *)pPhone->m__waveCoder;
    CWwindowsocket *windowsocket = (CWwindowsocket *)pPhone->m__windowsocket;
    switch (uMsg)
    {
    case WM_DATA:  
        if (!wa->m_inputTerminated)
        {
            DWORD dwAudioBufferSize = wa->m__GetBufferSize();
            wa->m_currentSndBuf = lpWaveHdr->lpData;
            wa->m_currentFrame = wa->m_currentSndBuf;
            wa->m_sndBufValid = 1;
            // compress the data
            Coder->CompressSndBuf(lpWaveHdr->lpData, dwAudioBufferSize);
            // Update current waveHdr and wavein handle. These two variables will be
            // used in the while loop of StartRecording() to add the current
            // sound buffer to the system
            wa->m_cWaveHdr = lpWaveHdr;
            wa->m_cWaveIn = hWnd;
            wa->m__currentFrame = dwAudioBufferSize;
            // Now, we acknowledge StartRecording() that it could process the next sound block
            // The WaitForSingleObject() in StartRecording() will return immediately
            SetEvent(wa->m__hWaveInEvent);
            // acknowledge thread SocketSend that it could send out the data
            SetEvent(windowsocket->m__ishSend);
        }
        if (wa->m_inputPending)  
            wa->m_inputPending--;  
        break;
    }
```

Code 40. Code of callback function waveInProc
After the thread “SocketSend” has received an acknowledgment, it can then send out the compressed data using the function “sendData( )”. After compression, the compressed data are stored in the variable “sendbuffer” and the length of buffer is stored in the variable “sendbuflen”. The code below gives code of the thread “SocketSend”.

```c
WORD SocketSend(LPVOID lpParam)
{
    CIPhone *pPhone = (CIPhone *)lpParam;
    CWaveAudio *waveAudio = &pPhone->m_waveAudio;
    CCoder *pCoder = &pPhone->m_waveCoder;
    CWindowSocket *windowSocket = &pPhone->m_windowSocket;

    unsigned char encodetype = pCoder->sndPayloadType;
    DWORD dwAudioBufferSize = waveAudio->GetBufferSize();
    windowSocket->m_1stSend = CreateEvent(NULL, FALSE, FALSE, "1stSOCKETSSEND");
    if (windowSocket->m_1stSend == NULL) {
        AfxMessageBox("Fail to create the first Socket Sending Event");
        return 0;
    }

    while (!waveAudio->m_inputTerminated()) {
        WaitForSingleObject(windowSocket->m_1stSend, INFINITE);
        windowSocket->sendData(pCoder->sendBuffer,
            windowSocket->m_strReceiverName[0],
            pCoder->sendbuflen, encodetype);
        ResetEvent(windowSocket->m_1stSend);
    }

    //just prevent there is a dead lock in waveOutThreadProc
    SetEvent(windowSocket->m_hRecv);
    //there is a wait in waveOutThreadProc for dropping the call
    SetEvent(pPhone->m_hCloseEvent);
    CloseHandle(windowSocket->m_1stSend);
    return 1;
}
```

Code 41. Code of thread SocketSend
5.3 Dynamic Link Library

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) is one of the most important components for Client side application and also for VoIP Gateway. There are four DLL files in the whole Internet Phone System: Coder.dll, IPhoneDLL.dll, WaveAudio.dll and WindowSocket.dll. Table 8 describes the use of each DLL file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLL file</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coder.dll</td>
<td>Use for compression and decompression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPhoneDLL.dll</td>
<td>Provide an interface for ActiveX to invoke the DLL’s functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WaveAudio.dll</td>
<td>Control wave audio device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WindowSocket.dll</td>
<td>Implement winsock for data delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Function of DLL files

In order to invoke the functions in the DLLs, all of the DLL’s functions should be exported. There are two methods to export DLL’s functions: by \_declspec(dllexport) keyword or by module-definition(.DEF) file. Coder.dll, WaveAudio.dll and WindowSocket.dll are exported by \_declspec(dllexport) keyword. On the hand, IPhoneDLL.dll is exported by .DEF file. The reason for doing this is that exporting functions in a .DEF file gives programmer control over what the export ordinals are. When additional exported functions are added to the DLL, they can be assigned higher ordinal values (higher than any other exported function). Therefore, applications using implicit linking do not have to relink with the new import library that contains the new functions. In other words, there is no need to rebuild the application if the DLL is modified. This is very important because the DLL can continue to be enhanced by adding additional functionality while at the same time ensuring that existing applications will continue to work.
properly with the new DLL. Since new functionalities are frequently added to the Internet Phone System, it is better to export the DLL by .DEF file. However, because Coder.dll, WaveAudio.dll and WindowSocket.dll are used by IPhoneDLL.dll, there is no need to worry about maintaining a .DEF file and obtaining the decorated names of the exported functions. Therefore, a more convenient method, by __declspec(dllexport) keyword, is used.

**Export from a DLL Using __declspec(dllexport)**

Data, functions, classes, or class member functions can also be exported from a DLL by using the __declspec(dllexport) keyword. If __declspec(dllexport) is used, a .DEF file for exports will not be required.

When building a DLL, a header file typically that contains the function prototypes and/or classes being exported is created, and the __declspec(dllexport) is added to the declarations in the header file. To make the code more readable, we define a macro for __declspec(dllexport) and then use the macro with each symbol is being exported. To export all the public data members and member functions in a class, the keyword must be putted to the left of the class name as follows:

```c
#ifdef Coder_EXPORTS
#define Coder_API __declspec(dllexport)
#else
#define Coder_API __declspec(dllimport)
#endif

// This class is exported from the Coder.dll
class Coder_API CCoder {
```

**Code 42. Code for Export from a DLL Using __declspec(dllexport)**

**Export from a DLL Using .DEF Files**

Another way to export functions in DLLs is to use a module-definition file, which is a
text file containing one or more module statements that describe various attributes of a DLL. A minimal .DEF file must contain the following module-definition statements:

- The first statement in the file must be the LIBRARY statement. This statement identifies the .DEF file as belonging to a DLL. The LIBRARY statement is followed by the name of the DLL. The linker places this name in the DLL’s import library.

- The EXPORTS statement lists the names and, optionally, the ordinal values of the functions exported by the DLL. The ordinal values are assigned by following the function’s name with an at sign (@) and a number. They must be in the range 1 through N, where N is the number of functions exported by the DLL.

- Although not required, typically a .DEF file also contains a DESCRIPTION statement that describes the purpose of the DLL.

For example, a DLL that contains the code to implement the Internet Phone System might look like the following:

```
LIBRARY IPhoneDLL
DESCRIPTION "Define function for the Internet Phone System"
EXPORTS
   PhoneInit @1
   PhoneExit  @2
   InitCoder  @3
   StopCoder  @4
   RecordSound @5
   PlaybackSound @6
   ClsAudioOut @7
   ClsAudioIn @8
   RecvReq    @9
   ClsRecvReq @10
   CheckReq   @11
   SendRpl    @12
   SendReq    @13
   RecvRpl    @14
   ClsRecvRpl @15
   CheckRpl   @16
```

Figure 27. Example of a module-definition file for IPhoneDLL.dll
Since the exported DLL’s functions are consumed by Visual Basis, the function being exported must be defined as a \_stdcall type of function. This keyword is required for mixed-language programming. The \_stdcall keyword takes into account differences in calling conventions and naming conventions among different languages.

```
long _stdcall SendReq(char * receivingHostName, char* phoneNumber){
    ...
}
```

Code 43. Syntax for exporting C++ function to other languages

**Importing DLL’s functions in Visual Basic**

In Visual Basis program (ActiveX Control), the DLL’s functions must be declared before they can be used. These imported functions were declared in the modules (.bas) in Visual Basic Project. The following code is an example of declaring an exported DLL’s function “SendReq()”.

```
Public Declare Function SendReq Lib "IPhoneDLL.dll" (ByVal sendID As String, ByVal phoneNumber As String) As Long
```

Code 44. Code for declaring exported DLL’s function in VB

From the example, the function, “SendReq()”, is imported from DLL. The function is declared as public function, such that it can be called in anywhere within the project.

A keyword Function is used to indicate that the procedure returns a value. Data type of value returned is specified at the end of the declaration statement. In this example, a Long value will be returned. If the procedure doesn’t return a value, a keyword Sub should be used instead of using the keyword Function. The String following Keyword Lib indicates name of the DLL Name of the DLL or code resource that contains the declared procedure. Here, the function is imported from PhoneDLL.dll.
Chapter Six: Conclusions / Future enhancement

6.1 Achievement summary

✓ PC-to-Phone, Phone-to-PC, PC-to-PC calls

The web-based Internet Phone system is capable of providing three kinds of operations: PC-to-Phone, Phone-to-PC and PC-to-PC. Therefore, users can make communication between two different computers or between a telephone and a computer.

✓ Good quality of voice

The system is expected to be executed in corporate intranet with a high bandwidth reserved. Therefore, the testing environment is Fast Ethernet Network running at 100Mbps. Running at this bit rate, the voice quality is very good.

✓ Availability of choosing Compression algorithms

Three compression algorithms, PCMA, GSM and LPC, are provided for selection. Users can choose whatever algorithms they want. The default selection is PCMA because this provides the best sound quality. However, the network will become busy as more bits will need to be transmitted.

✓ Accept and Reject the call

Before communication is established, the caller needs to send a request to the callee and then waits for acknowledgment. This mechanism provides the callee with the capability of accepting or rejecting a call. On the other hand, the caller
can also have a right to drop the call while waiting for the reply.

✓ **Instruction provided**

An instruction is played to the telephone users to teach them how to key in the callee’s IP address. Also the format of input IP address will be verified before a call request is sent out.
6.2 Problem encountered during development

6.2.1 Lose voice data problem

In the beginning of development, the buffer size used is 1024 bytes in order to reduce the delay. However, some data are lost. At the beginning of development, playback is done on local machine. This means that the lost data is not caused by the network. Therefore, the playback data are dumped to a file. This file is analyzed using software called “Cool Edit”, which is used to analyze the wave curve. Through “Cool Edit”, we discovered that a particular pattern is repeated within a period. The repeated pattern can be clearly observed when the buffer size increases to 2048 bytes. A pattern is repeated four times within about one second as shown in the Figure 28. Therefore, a reasonable step is to increase the buffer size by four times. When the buffer size it set to 8192 bytes, the lost data problem does not occur. By checking the information on the Dialogic web site, the default size of the driver buffer is 8192 bytes. This explains why the lost data problem can be solved when the size of application buffers are set to 8192 bytes.
Figure 28. Outlook of wave shape during playback when the buffer size is 2048 bytes

**Reason of lost data problem**

For recording, the application needs to prepare some buffers for the wave audio device to fill in the data. Then the wave audio device randomly chooses one of the buffers to fill in the data. When the buffer is full, the wave audio device notices the application via a callback function to indicate which buffer is being used. However, the dialogic card transfers the recorded data into the application buffers only when the driver buffer is full. This means that the recorded data are coming in a group of 8192 bytes no matter how large the application buffers are. This data transferring mechanism makes the time difference between each invocation of callback function within 8192 bytes to be very small so that the system loses the location of the previous filled data. This is because the location of recorded data is updated every time when callback function is executed. The following diagram illustrates the above argument:
At this instance, the first 2048 bytes buffer is full. Callback function is executed to update the latest location of recorded data.

At this instance, the third 2048 bytes buffer is full. Callback function is executed to update the latest location of recorded data.

Next 8192 bytes of data is recorded and copied into the application buffer

At this instance, the system copies the latest recorded data for playback. However, the latest used buffer has already been updated to the fourth buffer. The first three buffers’ data are missed for playback. Therefore, the fourth buffer is repeated four times before the next 8192 bytes data arrived.

At this instance, the second 2048 bytes buffer is full. Callback function is executed to update the latest location of recorded data.

At this instance, the fourth 2048 bytes buffer is full. Callback function is executed to update the latest location of recorded data.

Figure 29. Example of event happened between two 8192 bytes data block arrived

Method to reduce size of driver buffer

In fact, the driver buffer size can be set by using Dialogic API. The “dx_setchxfercnt()” function can change the size of the buffer used to transfer voice data between a user application and the Dialogic hardware. The minimum buffer size is 1.5KB. And the largest available buffer size is 8K, which is the default.
6.2.2 Discontinuity of sound during playback to telephone user

When a user makes PC-to-Phone call, the callee can listen what the caller says via the telephone device. However, discontinuity of sound happens during playback to the telephone user. The possible reason for this is that there is large playback latency for a dialogic card. Since the sample rate is 8000 samples per second and bits per sample is 8 bits, time needed to play a 8192 bytes buffer is 1.024 (8192/8000) seconds. However, the dialogic card takes around 1.100 seconds to play. This means that for about 70 milliseconds, the system does not playback anything. As a result, it causes discontinuity between buffers. In fact, this latency also occurs in other sound cards. However, the latency time of most sound card is about 20 milliseconds, which is not noticeable to human. In conclusion, the low-level wave API will introduce playback latency but the playback latency for dialogic card is even larger. The larger latency time for dialogic card may be due to its two-layer buffering scheme (refer to chapter 3, overview of a Dialogic card for detail) and bus standard. The D/21H board must be operated in an ISA slot which is very slow. Typically, the D/21H board is not used for real-time streaming applications. The D/21H board is better for applications such as Payment-by-Phone service (PPS).

Suggestions to solving the problem

However, this problem may be solved by using a technology called Microsoft® DirectSound®. According the MSDN, Microsoft® DirectSound® is the 32-bit audio application programming interface (API) for Microsoft Windows® 95 and Windows NT® that replaces the low-level 16-bit wave API introduced in Windows 3.1. It provides device-independent access to audio accelerator hardware, giving an access to features like real-time mixing of audio streams and control over volume, and frequency shifting during playback. DirectSound also provides low-latency
playback (on the order of 20 milliseconds) so that an application can better synchronize sounds with other events. DirectSound is available in both the DirectX™ 2 and the DirectX 3 SDKs.

Different from the low-level wave API, DirectSound only uses single buffer to do streaming. This buffer is owned by DirectSound, and the application must query the buffer to determine how much of the wave data has been played and how much space in the buffer is available to be filled with additional data. Conceptually, this mechanism is identical to a traditional circular buffer with head and tail pointers. The following diagrams illustrate the streaming mechanism used with DirectSound and 16 bits wave API:

Figure 30. Single-buffer streaming with DirectSound

Figure 31. Double-buffer Streaming with 16 bits wave API
An alternative approach is to use the Dialogic DM3 IPLink board. The DM3 IPLink platform allows a "voice over IP" call to be connected to the SCbus. By adding additional SCbus boards, one can build a variety of applications, such as an IP-PSTN gateway. The DM3 IPLink platform has already integrated with voice compression technique. Also, networking issue such as H.323 is also included in the IPLink platform. The following website can provide more information about the IPLink platform: http://support.dialogic.com/documentation/learnabout/IPLink_tasks.htm
6.3 Possible future work

- **Phone-to-Phone operation**

   Since there is only one gateway in the Internet Phone system, the system cannot support Phone-to-Phone operation. Thus, one possible future work is to implement one more gateway to put Phone-to-Phone operation in practice.

- **Voice conferencing**

   Conferencing is one of the most popular services provided in the traditional telephony system. In order to replace the traditional telephony system and compete with the existing Internet Phone products, this VoIP gateway must provide voice conferencing function.

- **Using Database Management system**

   The database used in this Internet Phone system is just text file. This may cause multi-access problems when two users access the database at the same time. Security problem is another concern. Therefore, database systems such as MySQL, which is free of charge, can be used to solve the multi-access and security problems.

- **Personal phone book and contact list**

   Another advantage of using a database system is that it can handle a large amount of data and provide personal services such as phone book and contact list easily.
Data recovery

Since UDP is used for data delivery, it is possible that some transmitted packets are lost or arrives out of order. This affects the voice quality. The system will perform better if there is a data recovery mechanism so that the system can still have data for playback even though some data are lost or arrived too late.
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Chapter Eight. Appendix

Appendix A - Database Structure

This appendix gives the details of database system in this project. In this database, there are four text files; "database.txt" is about the personal data of the users and the other three are used to indicate the online statues of the users. ("phonelist.txt" for Internet Phone, "ftplist" for File Transfer System and "chatlist" for Chat Room).

Database.txt

This database file is used to store the personal data for the users. The table below shows the structure and usage of the stored data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last Name</td>
<td>User’s Last Name</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>User’s First Name</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickname</td>
<td>User’s Nickname</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password</td>
<td>User’s Specified Password</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td>User’s telephone number</td>
<td>Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address</td>
<td>User’s Email Address</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>User’s Address</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Compress method used to compress the sending data</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP address</td>
<td>The IP address used in Internet Phone for establishing connection</td>
<td>String (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File transfer port</td>
<td>Port number used in File Transfer System</td>
<td>Integer (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat port</td>
<td>Port number used in Online Chat System</td>
<td>Integer (Not Null)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Structure of Database.txt
Phonelist.txt, Ftplist.txt and Chatlist.txt

In these three database files, there are only two fields in each file; one is “nickname” and other one is the IP address of using machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nickname</td>
<td>User’s Nickname</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>The IP address used in Internet Phone system</td>
<td>String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Structure of Phonelist.txt, Ftplist.txt, Chatlist.txt

The main function of these three files is keeping track the status of users. When a user is using one of the functions provided in the system, the corresponding database file keeps the nickname of the user and also IP address of PC, which was in use. On the other hand, when the user leaves the system, the record of the user will be deleted.
Appendix B - Resource Requirement

Software and Programming Languages

- Visual Basis 6.0 – develop client side ActiveX control
- Visual C++ 6.0 – develop the VoIP gateway and DLL
- JSDK 2.1 – compile Java Servlet Program
- Tomcat Server – run Java Servlet Program
- Dialogic Configuration Manager – activate dialogic card

Hardware

- At least two computers with full-duplex PCI sound card
- One dialogic card either connected to PBX or PSTN directly
- Telephone device
- Microphone and Speaker

Operation System

- Windows 2000, NT or 9X provided that WS2_32.DLL, TAPI32.DLL and Dialogic TSP must be installed.
Appendix C - User guide for running VoIP gateway

The step below shows how to run the VoIP gateway:

1. **Dialogic Configuration Manager (DCM)** must be activated before the VoIP gateway can be used. DCM can be accessed by clicking the **DCM** option form the **Dialogic System Software** program group as shown in Figure C1.

![Figure C1. Starting Dialogic Configuration Manager](image-url)
2. After DCM is run, “start service” button must be clicked to activate the dialogic board.
3. After the dialogic board is activated, the VoIP can be compiled and run through Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.

Figure 35. User Interface of VoIP gateway
Appendix D - User manual of Internet Phone System

1. Login to the system

In the login page, you need to enter your user name and password. After finished entering the user name and password, you can click the keyword [OK] to enter the Service Page. If you are not a member of the system, you can then click the keyword Sign it NOW!! to register.

Figure D1. Login page of the Internet Phone System
2. **Choose Service**

After successful login, a Service Page is displayed. You can select one of the following services; Internet Phone, File Transfer and online Chat room. You can also modify your information by click the keyword Profit Edit.

![Figure D2. Service Page of Internet Phone system](image_url)
3. Internet Phone service

When you choose Internet Phone service, the Internet Phone application is automatically downloaded and run.

![Internet Phone application interface](image)

Figure D3. User Interface of Internet Phone application
Phone-To-PC or PC-to-PC operation

Once the application is executed, it is automatically in waiting states. That means the system is waiting a call to come. When there is a call request, you can either accept the call by click button or reject the call by click button. If the call is accepted, communication starts. Otherwise, the system waits another call request.

Figure D4. Interface when there is a call request
PC-To-Phone operation

When you want to make a PC-to-Phone call, you need to click button on the main window. After this button is pressed, a keypad is displayed on the right-hand of the screen. You can then enter the callee’s phone number. If a wrong key is pressed, you can use button to clear one inputted number. Press button to dial when finished. You can click button to cancel making the call.

![Figure D5. Interface when making a PC-to-Phone call](image)

During waiting the callee to pick up the call, you can drop the call by clicking button.
PC-To-PC operation

When you want to make a PC-to-PC call, you need to choose the receiver in the contact list first. The contact list indicates who are using the Internet Phone service.

You can update the contact list by clicking button. When you see the callee appearing in the contact list, you can double-click the callee’s name. And then you can click button to send out the request.

![Figure D6. Interface when making PC-to-PC call](image)

4. Drop call

After communication starts, you can drop the call by clicking button. After the call is dropped, the system will wait another call request.